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Foreword
Rob Hansen
Ella Parker originally intended to publish her report on her trip to the US to
attend the 1961 Worldcon as a part-work, one that would be mailed out with
successive issues of her fanzine Orion. The first part duly accompanied
Orion #29 (April 1962). Unfortunately, this turned out to be the final issue
and no further parts of the trip report ever appeared. There were a number of
reasons for this, all of them entirely understandable. First there was the
disruption caused by the local council forcing Ella to move home when they
scheduled her current dwelling for demolition. They announced the move
was imminent, then kept her packed and waiting for almost a year. A result of
the delay was that by the time she was set up in her new flat, she was deeply
involved in the planning of the 1965 UK Worldcon – our second – which she
was also chairing.
At the time of writing, I’ve been doing a lot of research into 1960s
London fandom in general, and into the group SFCoL (the Science Fiction
Club of London) which organised the 1965 Worldcon in particular. In the
course of this I reread what Ella had written of her 1961 trip report and it
suddenly occurred to me that if I treated it as Book I of a full report it might
be possible to compile a Book II to accompany it from contemporary reports
by others about that trip. Much digging through old fanzines followed, the
results of which you’re reading now. Six decades having passed since Ella
made that trip, most of you reading this will need a little background....
A member of the Seattle fan group “The Nameless Ones”, Wally W.
Weber ran the lettercolumn – called “Cry of the Readers” – in their fanzine
Cry of the Nameless, a name usually shortened to Cry. In the lettercolumn of
Cry #136 (February 1960), in response to something Ella had misunderstood,
Weber called her a “stupid clod of a woman”. In the following issue he ended
every response to other people’s letters with an apology to Ella – until he got
to her letter. It included no acknowledgment of the insult – so he repeated it
again. In Cry #138 (April 1960) she signed her letter “Ella Parker (SCoaW)”.
Possibly coincidentally, Ella had decided she was going to attend the 1961
Worldcon – to be held that year in Seattle and chaired by Weber – and was
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saving in secret in order to do so. The secrecy was so as not to divert
attention and donations away from TAFF and TAWF (Tenth Anniversary
Willis Fund), the latter being a fund established to take Walter and Madeleine
Willis to the 1962 Worldcon. By now “SCoaW” had become a “bit”, the
source of a mock animus between the pair, and Ella intended her appearance
there to come as a shock to Wally. However, as Geoff Lindsay wrote in his
report on the LXIcon – the 1961 UK national convention – in Cry #150 (May
1961):
“One thing to come out of the weekend was the announcement that
Ella Parker, editor of Orion (which has just topped the Skyrack
poll, over here) and ex-Chairman of the London Club, is to visit the
SeaCon in September. Originally this journey was being kept secret
in the hope of surprising various members of your Cry gang, in
particular you, Wally, but as Ted Tubb announced at the
convention the inauguration of a Parker Pond Fund, very much
against Ella’s wishes, it now seems pointless to keep the visit a
secret any longer. It’s a pity in a way for the whole deal on Ella’s
part added up to a fine fannish ploy, but it seems a hell of an
expense for Ella to have to go all that way unaided primarily in the
hope of catching you unaware, Wally. ‘Just what kind of a person
is Ella?’ you ask. You’ve heard a lot about her no doubt, but to do
her the injustice she deserves really requires a full length article.”
[See London Letter: A Guide to Ella Parker below.]
Now that the cat was out of the bag, there was much amused speculation
about the terrible revenge Ella would wreak on Wally for his “deadly insult”.
Oh, and one other thing you need to know before plunging into this
report is that, for reasons known only to himself, Steve Stiles had become
obsessed with finding out Ella’s age and had speculated about it in letters to
several issues of Cry. Naturally, this had led to her fellow SFCoL members
gleefully writing about her great age, what a wonder she was at getting
around on her walking sticks, etc. All good, knockabout fun, but it did mean
there were American fans clueless as to how old she was and some who
genuinely believed she was elderly.
Much of Book II was edited together from material in Cry #150-#158,
mostly taken from the lettercolumn, all of which can be found online at
fanac.org. If you want to find where a particular bit came from I wish you
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Happy Hunting. I’d also like to give particular thanks here to Joe Siclari for
locating specific fanzines I was looking for and scanning the pieces I needed.
Occasional interjections by me in both books appear in square brackets [thus]
or as footnotes.
The Harpy Stateside is a play on The Harp Stateside, the title of the
report by Walt Willis on his own 1952 US trip. Ella’s title for her report was
Parker’s Peregrinations, but when John Baxter came up with this she
decided it was too good not to use and made it the sub-title which,
conveniently, makes it the perfect overall title to use for this version.
Apart from the usual light editing for typos, comma placement and the
like, I’ve also taken the liberty of splitting the second chapter in Parker’s
Peregrinations into four smaller chapters. As it stood it was monstrously
large and threw the whole project out of balance. I’m not sure why Ella felt
that everything she did in L.A. after her first day needed to be crammed into a
single chapter, but there were several obvious points where it could be split,
and I have done so. Purists can find the original online at fanac.org, complete
with Atom illos.
Bill Evans’s report on his trips before and after SEACON was titled
“There, and Back Again” – a fine literary reference, but since I only used the
second half of the trip report (which I split in two) I also only used the second
half of his title. This has also been somewhat edited from its initial fanzine
appearance.
In many ways this is an experiment – a proof of concept, if you like –
one that if generally considered successful on its own terms demonstrates a
technique that could be applied by interested parties willing to do the work
(i.e. not me) to other never-completed reports.
As usual, my special thanks to Joe Siclari, proofreader Rob Jackson and
publisher Dave Langford for going above and beyond.
– Rob Hansen, December 2020.
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London Letter – A Guide to Ella
Parker
Geoff Lindsay
I promised that I’d write a few words about Ella Parker. You’ve known Ella
probably as long as I have through her fanzine Orion and through the many
letters she has undoubtedly written you, but you’re probably aware of the
typewriter personalities so many fans possess, and after all you will be
meeting Ella this year. Accordingly, I hope that these few lines will complete
the picture of what – and I do mean what – you can expect.
First, let’s forget the ribbing. We both know that Ella goes along with
the gags of her being an absolute ogre, a SCoaW who is some hundreds of
years old. All that makes up the projected Ella image and to take Ella on that
particular line of face value would be to do both yourselves and her a great
injustice.
Ella’s age is unknown, true, not because she’s shy about this one
subject, although she does rather enjoy fans around the Penitentiary trying to
guess her years, but because she probably doesn’t know it herself. She was
brought up in an orphanage in Scotland. Scottish registrations are not
recorded at London’s Somerset House and the orphanage lost its records in a
fire some years ago. We can only guess from Ella’s own reminiscences that
she’s somewhere around forty, a guess that might be way off – either way!
Her early years have had a decidedly marked effect on Ella’s later life.
Ella is intelligent and yet lacked a formal education. She possesses all the
qualities which go towards making a giant sized inferiority complex and
despite her constant struggles towards convincing herself that she can stand
on her own feet, it is obvious that this complex nags her continuously. Let me
say here and now that there is no one who has met Ella who can help but
admire the manner in which she has literally pulled herself up, socially and
academically, by her slipper zips. She possesses a good enough vocabulary to
have club members who hold all sorts of academic qualifications tied up in
knots at times and she is one of the few fans I know who possesses the
quality of being able to see a problem from someone else’s point of view. At
times I for one am amazed at what I cannot describe as less than a thoughtful
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wisdom. An example which springs immediately to mind is when she
interrupted the flow of conversation at a London Club party to send home one
of the younger members whose mother, she knew, would be worrying if he
was out late.
“We’ll still be here when you get back tomorrow,” she told him. “We’ll
be up all night. You make sure of getting a good night’s sleep.” This, mind
you, at a party when we were all souped up to the eyeballs!
You’ll know that Ella slings around many humorous insults and is never
happier than when she’s at the receiving end of a string herself. In the main,
however, her own expressive humour goes no further than this. She’ll laugh
at someone else’s spontaneous gag but it is but rarely that she competes with
the humorists herself. Sometimes she does, and the infrequency of her
excursions into the realm of the pun undoubtedly emphasises the intended
impact. Again, an example springs readily to mind. Shortly after Easter, when
millions of out-of-town fans were in the metropolis for short stays, Ella was
discussing contemporary architecture with Brian Jordan, the young
Lancastrian who is reading some scientific jazz at Sheffield University. The
talk moved to background music for the builders of modernistic
monstrosities, like Music to Build Museums By. “Music Concrete,”
murmured Ella.
Ella is a talker rather than a listener. She can listen and does, but don’t
try to stop her when she has her vocal chords in full bounce. She is
uncommonly frank when she talks, too. She will spare no blushes if she
thinks someone deserves praise and alternatively she makes no bones about a
matter which displeases her.
“That’s a disgraceful thing to do,” she’ll say to you in a crowded room,
and will continue to tell you exactly why.
Mind you, unlike so many critics, Ella is most certainly not two-faced.
She’ll say exactly the same to a person’s face as she will behind a person’s
back, and it is pleasing to note that the views she holds on any subject always
turn out to be the same no matter to whom she might be talking.
Have another look at the latest Orion. Its clean quality layout and wealth
of readable material is indicative of Ella’s ultra-precision. In the Penitentiary
everything has to be just so. Ella is extremely houseproud, and those fans
who look round the Pen and see an after-party maelstrom should not think
that this is the disorder of the day. Ella has even been known to scrub the
floors of the Penitentiary immediately before a party because the scrubbing
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was on that day’s duty roster, party or no party. Of course she’ll have to scrub
and polish and all after the party too....
This quality of Ella’s sometimes is carried out to lengths which seem
even more ridiculous to those who see her in action. She will slip-sheet every
page of a seventy- or eighty-page Orion and will turn out exactly the number
of sheets she requires. Once the page is run off she removes the stencil from
the machine and proceeds with the next page. Meanwhile Jimmy Groves, or
some other handy sucker helper will be counting the sheets which have just
been run off. If Ella is told she is short of the odd page or two she will put the
used stencil back on the duplicator to make up the required number! If the
means are justified by the end products – and Orion is an end product of
which to be proud – then I guess these madnesses have their method.
This part of Ella, which I have described as ultra-precision, often means
that she is easily irritated by the shortcomings of those around her. She
judges others and is quick to leap to conclusions, a fault that is compensated
for by her ability to weigh character and judge correctly. I’ve never met
anyone inside fandom or outside fandom who can make a snap decision
about a newcomer to her acquaintance and have that decision turn out to be
correct ultimately, and often in the face of seeming overwhelming odds
against her.
Another notable trait of Ella’s is the way she cannot be expected to react
in the conventional manner to any given situation. She can be relied upon to
react in an unexpected manner to just about anything. A little wearing on the
nerves at times but fun.
And all that just about weighs up Ella Parker. We’ll be sorry to lose her
during the time she’s away in the States, not just because we’ll have to meet
somewhere else and make our own breakfasts once in a while, but also
because she won’t be around to brighten our fannish existences. Sounds like
an epitaph, doesn’t it? But our gain is your loss, or something. You’ll enjoy
meeting Ella and I know that if there’s not a fan over here who wouldn’t like
to be sharing her trip with her, there’s also not a fan who does not thoroughly
admire the manner in which she’s saved and scraped to make the trip.
Seventy or eighty cheers for Ella. Here’s hoping she enjoys her Stateside trip.
She thoroughly deserves to.
– Cry #152
•
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ELLA PARKER WILL ARRIVE in Los Angeles August 23. Other dates on
her schedule are subject to change for various reasons, but the route will go
roughly like this: From LA by plane to Seattle for the con. Leave Seattle with
Bob Pavlat headed for Chicago by a roundabout route. Betty Kujawa flies
into Chi to pick Ella up and take her to South Bend. From there to Loveland
and Don Ford’s, thence to Hagerstown for 24 hours. From there to New York
with possible side trips, and the wind-up in Potsdam where Ruth and Dave
Kyle will drive Ella to Montreal to catch the boat for home. For further
details and exact dates, keep in touch with the obvious people along the route.
– Axe #9
This is what was arranged beforehand but it isn’t quite what happened, as
you’ll see.
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Book I
Parker’s Peregrinations

Ella Parker
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Introduction
I don’t know if you are like me but, when something Very Special is planned,
I exist for days beforehand in a mist of disbelief that it really will happen. It
was in this mood I woke on the day I was due to leave London en route for
Los Angeles. Even now I was wary of too much anticipation in case the fates
should be tempted to try and upset things here, at the last minute. I was met at
the London Terminal by those of the bunch who could get there. Joe Patrizio,
Ted Forsyth, Jimmy Groves, Bruce Burn, Ron Bennett (who had been staying
at the Pen the preceding days), ATom and my brother Fred. ATom had made
and brought with him some posters advertising in his usual way what was
going on. Passengers on the airport bus were interested spectators to what
was happening. Matters were by no means improved when, on boarding the
bus myself, he called out in a loud voice:
“We’re all her husbands, you know. She’s going to make lots of money
for us doing a strip-tease act in a Las Vegas night club.”
How to describe a vocal leer? That was how he managed to make it
sound. Considering I had been soundly kissed by most of the lads before
boarding the bus, I could see from the expressions on their faces, that the
other passengers were none too sure he was only joking and it was amid
elbow nudgings and sideways smiles that I slid into my seat muttering threats
of mayhem on the person of our Best British Fanartist, ATom. Fred, who was
coming to the airport with me, sat there trying to look as if he were alone.
((To explain/excuse why a lot of what I am going to say might sound
terribly goshwow; for me it was, just that. I had never been on holiday before
in my life and now, here I was doing something as daring and wonderful as
going across the world. Everything, no matter how small or insignificant, was
new, strange, and marvellous to me.))
We arrived at Idlewild early in the morning. I didn’t see much of that
famous airport because I had to get to Newark to catch the plane going to Los
Angeles, and I wasn’t sure how much time I had to spare for gawking. It was
raining. During the flight we had been given customs declaration forms to fill
in so I got through that detail in no time flat. I had to open all my bags but the
officer hardly riffled the contents. Now I had to face the immigration
authorities in the shape of one bored-looking man at a desk. When I had gone
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for my visa in London, I had remarked long and loudly how easy they made
it to go to America. I’d heard all sorts of tales about the grilling to which I
would be subjected but there was nothing of the sort. Maybe it differs
according to the type of visa you want. They asked me the purpose of my
trip. I told them to attend a Convention, tour the country and visit friends.
How long would I be there? 2-3 months, thinking it likely I’d be back within
six weeks but not wanting to run out of time, just in case. Stamp, bang, thank
you, and it was done. Ron Bennett pointed out that the visa only entitled me
to visit the country and nothing was said about me being allowed to enter. He
assured me that I would have lots more questions to answer on arrival. It was
with all these thoughts going through my head I approached the desk.
“For how long do you expect to be here?” he asked. I told him, maybe a
couple of months, depending on how long my hosts could stand me. Smiling,
he told me the Americans liked the British so he’d stamp it for Dec. 23rd. and
would that be long enough? I was free!
Another treat was in store for me that I hadn’t anticipated. I didn’t have
a clue how far from Idlewild Newark was. My luggage was in the care of a
“Redcap” porter who led me into the main vestibule and up to the desk
marked TWA, the line on which I had travelled. Here it was I learned that to
get to Newark I would be leaving Idlewild by helicopter. This was a thrill!
The bus taking us to the machine was just about to go so, for a minute there it
was all mad bustle having my bags transferred and being given a voucher
(free) for the flight. The bus was old, cold and draughty and the driver must
have thought he had to get us there before we froze to death. He belted along,
at what speed I dread to imagine, and drew up with a flourish beside the
waiting machine. I got on board thinking that, after all that rush, take-off
must be imminent. We sat there and waited. And waited. And waited. After
half-an-hour our pilot deigned to come aboard and we were off.
As we became air-borne, right off in the distance, I could see a small
speck that I identified as the Statue of Liberty. We were veering away from it
and I almost fell out of my seat trying to crane round and see as much of it as
possible. This was the final proof that I was actually in America. The
windows of the ’copter were very thick, almost like portholes in a ship, and I
kept knocking my glasses against them as I peered out and down. I needn’t
have panicked. Our pilot was turning and we headed straight for the statue
and circled it twice which gave me a wonderful view. The first shock I got
was my discovery that it was green. To me it had the look of something that
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had been under water for years and then erected without first being cleaned
off. It wasn’t so much the statue itself that made an impact on me as where it
was, off-shore from NEW YORK! It was just as well there were others on
board the ’copter or I would have been running from side to side like an idiot
to make sure I didn’t miss anything, because, before I properly realised it, we
were flying over the famous New York skyline.
How to describe the way it affected me? All the old superlatives and
clichés are so used up as to be almost meaningless. I was overwhelmed by it.
I’ve often seen it in films and photographs without it touching me in the
slightest. But to sit there and look at it, well, tell me, how the blazes can you
get emotional about a skyline? I did, I was almost crying with all it meant to
me at that moment. Apart from any feelings of sentiment about this being
America and here I was at the beginning of the trip of a lifetime, there was
the impact of the buildings themselves. Awe inspiring. I don’t think I’ll ever
forget that first sight of them and I never tired of looking at them every
chance I got while there. That is what makes the Staten Island ferry-ride into
New York my favourite ride of all. You come into New York straight on and
there it is, all laid out in front of you. Wonderful!
I had three hours to kill at Newark so, after sending a wire to the
Moffatts confirming time of arrival, I had a wash and wandered round the
large waiting hall. I was afflicted with a bad case of the jitters and couldn’t
settle to anything for more than a minute at a time. While handing over my
luggage at the counter, I had noticed a young girl, obviously travelling alone,
who was waiting for the same plane as I. To fill this awful waiting gap I had
to concentrate on someone/thing other than myself and this seemed a good
way to do it so, I sat by her on the bench and made conversation. Here I heard
for the first time a phrase that was to haunt me for the next three months.
“My, don’t you talk funny!” I’ll admit, I was a bit taken aback at this; I was
speaking naturally and hadn’t given it a thought that I was in a foreign land.
Alright, I’d gone through “immigration” but, it didn’t make me feel a
foreigner until this kid brought me up short.
“I’m from London,” and, thinking to myself, she probably imagines I
mean Ontario, I added, “England.”
That did it! I know the rumour had got around that I was aged, I had
helped foster that illusion myself in part, but this was ridiculous.
“Have you seen your Queen? Do you knew her mother, Queen Elizabeth
the First?” !!!!!!!
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It seemed only logical to her that, as our present Queen is known as
Elizabeth the Second, then, her mother, who was Queen before her, should
have been Elizabeth the First. It just so happened, knowing her interest in
things English, especially if they were ancient, I had brought with me a
couple of books for Betty Kujawa describing in text and pictures the family,
Accession, and Coronation of our Queen. One of the books had a gallery of
pictures showing all our past Kings and Queens with dates of Accession and
length of reign. I brought them out and, for the next couple of hours, gave her
a history lesson. The time flew and, before we knew it, our flight was called.
The girl – she was twelve – elected to sit with me and, as the plane wasn’t
anywhere near full, the stewardess allowed us our choice of seats. We took
turns to have the one next the window. She got off at Denver, I think it was,
so for the remainder of the trip I had the window seat all the time.
The hours were wearing on so now I took time out to think of the people
towards whom I was hurtling at ghod knows how many miles per hour. Until
now I had lived each moment as it came up, refusing to look forward too far.
I suddenly felt scared. Would they like me? After coming all this way and
having looked forward for so long to meeting with them for the first time, it
would be dreadful if we just scuffed our feet and found we had nothing to say
to each other. I had gone off into a day-dream and, without my noticing, we
were now banking ready to come in for our landing. It had been arranged that
only Rick Sneary and Len & Anna Moffatt would meet me at the airport. I
feared I’d be too tired after all that travelling to be able to keep track of too
many people, especially fans. It was a wise decision. I was beat.
I looked out the window and down, straight onto Los Angeles. The
impact made on me by New York had been tremendous. This was just as
much so, but in a different way. It was dark and all I could see was a
kaleidoscope of lights. Every colour under the sun, and they were so bright. It
was beautiful. I concentrated on filling my eyes with the sight presented to
me underneath and, before I had had enough, we landed.
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1. Olé L.A.
Off the plane, I traversed the long dull passages on the hunt for my luggage.
It became increasingly apparent that I’d be meeting Rick and Len before I
found it so I decided to let it go for the moment, I walked up a ramp which
led to the main hall of the airport and found myself in a constantly moving
crowd. How in hell was I going to find anyone in here? More to the point,
how were they going to find me? I gave a quick glance round and my gaze
lighted on a bench where some people were sitting as if prepared to stay there
either until called or the crack of doom, whichever should come first. Among
them I saw Rick. I stood looking at him waiting for him to look up and
recognise me. Now! Surely he was looking straight at me? No, he was gazing
over my shoulder. Now, his eyes dropped to my face, moved, glanced back
and... yes, he’d seen me! He came over, smiling, and we were talking both
together at a great rate. I realised there was a woman standing at his shoulder
and he introduced her as Anna, this was Anna; where then was Len? Len was
over by the ramp, camera in hand, waiting for me to appear. Just as I turned
to look at him, he glanced over his shoulder to tell Rick he hadn’t seen me yet
...and there I was, laughing at him. I was to be in Los Angeles for four days
but, at the rate we were talking, you would think I had to leave within four
minutes. Amid a welter of talk and laughter which on my part was, I suspect,
a slight case of hysteria, we went to find my traps. Rick and Anna stayed by
the barrier while Len came to give me a hand. We were all well laden by the
time we went to look for the car and, this is where I learned my first lesson:
TRAVEL LIGHT!
To this day I couldn’t tell you how to get out of the Los Angeles airport.
I was too busy feasting my eyes on them and talking to take any notice of my
surroundings. We stopped outside while I wrote and mailed the card to Fred,
saying I had arrived safely, which Len had brought out with him. Rick, I
think it was, said the car was across the street so I, remembering that I was in
America and that the traffic runs the wrong way there, looked carefully up
and down the road. Nothing in sight. I stepped off the kerb only to find
myself being hauled, ignominiously, back again. Just as I landed safely, a car
swished past, right under my nose. I don’t know where it came from. From
then until I came back home, I made a practice of looking both ways, twice,
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and then staying where I was. It was safer.
I don’t remember much of what we saw on that first drive through L.A.
Anna pointed out things she thought would be of interest to me. In other
circumstances I suppose they would have been, but right then I could only sit
and gloat over the fact that I had “made it” and that really was Sneary and
Moffatt there in the back seat. Also, I had engine noises still ringing in my
ears and, despite my seeming energy, was nearly dropping after 30 hours
without sleep. I can’t remember a word of what was said on that drive. I do
recall forming an opinion there and then that I never found cause to revise. I
am filled with admiration for American women drivers. The size of those
cars, the amount of traffic with which they have to contend, to say nothing of
the speeds at which they travel, is frightening, and yet, they handle those
monsters with an elan I found a bit intimidating. We arrived at Belcher, with
me punch drunk, but happy.
Once indoors, guess what? That’s right, the kettle went on and I made a
pot of tea. Anna, who was, and still is, under the care of her doctor, retired to
her room and Len, Rick and I, sat around drinking tea, talking and looking at
pictures of Britfen I had brought with me. That was an odd evening and one I
don’t like to talk about much in case it falls to pieces. There was an air of
enchantment about the place. We looked at some pics, talked a bit and then
just stopped; looking at each other, savouring this first wonderful night of our
get together. I could see it in the eyes of the other two that they were having
the same difficulty as I in realising that all our planning and letter-writing
was over, and here we were, all in the same room, talking our fool heads off.
All the time I was there, we only had semi-type Parker Early Nights;
seldom did we stay up later than 2am. This had to be, as Rick had to drive
home each night and it’s quite a way, judging from my standards. When I
went to bed in “Len’s Den” I didn’t know if I would sleep. I didn’t feel
particularly drowsy but the body was weary. I lay there listening to the
cheerful sound of the crickets... and I was away.
I have no idea what time it was when I woke next morning. I lay in bed
listening to Len moving round the house, relishing the thought that to talk to
him, all I had to do was go through that door. I couldn’t stand to waste any
more of my precious time and was up and out like a shot. Every morning
went pretty well the same way. When I came out to the kitchen, Len would
have the kettle boiling for my tea. He with his coffee and I with my tea would
wander round the house holding wild conversations. Mostly, our plans for
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next day would be made each night before we went to bed; it usually was
planned for an early start. This was fatal as anyone who knows me will tell
you. On that first morning, I had gone to my room to dress, I heard the phone
ring and had a presentiment it was for me and yet, reason said it couldn’t be.
It was. Long distance, Len told me. Long distance! Betty!!!! She hadn’t
wasted any time. I took the phone and a quiet male voice said: “Hello, Ella.”
Donaho! On arriving at Len’s the night before I had found among my
mail a letter from Roy Tackett welcoming me to the country. That was a
gesture I really appreciated; made me feel warm and welcome. Now, here
was Bill with the same idea... I thought. After twittering into his ear for some
time, it struck me I hadn’t given him much chance to say anything, I
indicated as much but he nobly demurred and said he liked to listen to my
funny accent. Now, really! This was too much. I could wish he hadn’t phoned
me because he told me he wouldn’t be coming over that weekend after all. I
hadn’t the time to make even a flying visit to Berkeley – so, that was
definitely that. I never did get to meet Bill which was a bitter pill for me. I
had put in a lot of anticipating and all for naught. Next time, I hope.
Anna drove Len and me out to a supermarket. En route we stopped at a
garage for petrol and I had my first chance to see those credit cards at work. I
must admit it’s an extremely efficient way of doing things but, while it might
save the customer the bother of carting cash around with him/her, I think
honestly, that by the time the card has been stamped, the receipt book filled
in and signed, it takes more time than if you handed him a bill and had to get
change. I do appreciate it also lessens his chances of being held up and
robbed as he hasn’t taken any cash, or at most, very little. Being an
unrepentant city-dweller, I found it unusual, to say the least, to hear myself
being introduced to the garage attendant. Is this customary or was the fact
that I came from England sufficiently unusual to be of interest to him? I’m
asking because this wasn’t the only occasion when it was done. Being used to
the anonymity one gains from city living, I found this friendly interest on the
part of local shop-keepers refreshing.
We drove off to the super-market where my first, most necessary
purchase was a pair of sunglasses. To go to America I had, before leaving
home, bought an entirely new wardrobe of clothes. Something any woman
dreams of doing. One thing I’d bought that I thought would be much used in
a warm climate was a pair of cool slacks. I was wearing them that morning
and, already, I was too hot. Obviously, I needed shorts. I was a bit dubious
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about this but, on looking round and seeing some of the shapes wearing them,
I knew I couldn’t look any worse, if as bad. I made my choice and wore them
practically all the time I was in L.A. After looking round to see the kind of
goods for sale, we were free to do some sight-seeing.
To give me a panoramic view of L.A., they took me to the Griffith
Observatory. That is another drive I would like to take again. The air is clear
and the sun warm and bright, which with all those white buildings causes
quite a glare. You don’t consciously notice it until you turn into the shade. I
was surprised to note how relieved I was when we turned into the park that
leads along roads that twist and turn interestingly up to the observatory. The
only claim to fame this place seems to have left is that it was here the shots
were taken for a James Dean film. Griffith must be turning in his grave.
Maybe not though; he had quite an interest in film himself. We stopped halfway and went for a walk among the trees. Unfortunately, we couldn’t linger
for as long as I’d have liked. We had a lot to do and already we were far
behind our schedule for the day. Los Angeles being my first stop in the
country, I was seeing a lot of things that, unknown to me, were quite usual.
For instance, those picnic tables and benches set out under the trees in all
public parks, or beauty spots, and that all Museums and art galleries are sited
in the public parks which, in every case I saw, were well-kept. The
surroundings put you in the mood for sauntering round, looking your fill.
We didn’t actually go into the observatory. As we walked the ramparts I
felt like someone from Macbeth, though not quite dressed for the part, as I
paced the walk looking out over the country... for enemies? Len and I took
turns at clicking our cameras at each other. After about an hour there, we
turned our faces towards the domain of Forry Ackerman. We were late, very
late.
I had known of Forry for ages. From all I had heard of him he had been
in and around fandom since the beginning of time. I can’t remember where
but I had seen some photos of him and had the idea he was tall, well built,
and had white hair, I wasn’t too surprised at this because, the way I had it
figured, he must be an old man. Consequently, I was doubtful when Len first
told me in a letter, that he’d made arrangements for me to visit him. I knew of
Forry but I was equally sure he could never have heard of me so I was
overwhelmed at thoughts of actually meeting him. In this dithering mood, I
approached his house. From somewhere up in the air a voice floated down
saying:
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“That wouldn’t be the young lady from England, Ella Parker? The
door’s open, go on in, I’ll be down in a minute.” I liked the sound of that
voice.
We walked in and, well! Take a look at the next page, it might give you
some idea of my first impressions.* The longer I was there the stronger I got
the feeling that this was a “cottagey” house. The exterior was modern enough
but the furniture, what one could see of it (all flat surfaces are covered with
magazines, books, and robotic toys), as I said, the furniture was solid and old.
None of this contemporary stuff. The place could have been cosy but you had
to be circumspect about where you placed your feet. Chances were you
would walk on an item for which a collector would give his eye-teeth. I
wandered round restlessly, it was difficult to know what to look at first.
* A full-page Atom drawing: see end of chapter.

I wandered round with my hands determinedly behind my back in case I
was tempted to touch as well as look. I was standing admiring the large
monster which was in one corner, wearing all of Forry’s cast-off watches,
when I heard steps on the stairs. I whirled round to find a young, handsome
man coming towards me with hand out-stretched. I couldn’t think who it was.
Maybe it was a friend Forry had staying with him, Len formally introduced
us and, before I could stop myself it was out:
“My, aren’t you young!” I exclaimed. I could have bitten my tongue out
but I was a darn sight more embarrassed by my faux pas than was Forry. He
took it in his stride like the gentleman he is and we were soon laughing and
talking like old friends. In the short time I was there it is impossible to tell
you of all the wonders; it is a veritable Aladdin’s cave for the SF and fantasy
lover. I could only mumble inadequately as each new wonder was displayed.
I was much more interested in the man. Naturally, I was unaware then that I’d
have other chances to talk with him or I would have paid more attention to
what was being shown me. Forry is a remarkable man, he fascinated me.
Every time I met him, this fascination increased. He has an ease of manner
when meeting strangers that I envy him and is obviously accustomed to being
asked to stand for a camera. He falls easily and naturally into the pose that
will give the best picture. From the series of talks I had with him over the
weeks, I got the impression that Forry no longer belongs to himself. His
whole life has been given up to SF. It is his hobby as well as his work. I have
never before met someone who has taken steps to ensure their collection isn’t
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broken up and scattered after their demise. I wouldn’t say that Forry is
morbid on the subject of his death but he has taken many realistic precautions
to ensure that his collection won’t be lost to fandom.
Forry and I dawdling all over the house, stopping here and there to talk,
must have put Len’s nerves on edge. We had been invited to dinner at the HQ
of LASFS and were late. As I went upstairs to change into the frock I’d
brought with me, Len prevailed upon Forry to phone the club and tell them
we’d be on our way... soon. I came down picking up my bits and pieces as I
went when tragedy struck. I couldn’t find my camera. I wasn’t only
concerned about it because of the half-used film it held; it wasn’t even my
camera. Ethel Lindsay had loaned it to me for the trip. In a frenzy, we all
dashed round, lifting cushions, moving books and there it was, on the chair
where I’d put it when we first came in. We made for the door when Forry hit
his head with his wrist.
“Len, she hasn’t seen the garage!” We stopped and looked at each other.
It only needed one voice to say we’d have to leave it and we’d have been on
our way. Nobody spoke. I mean, all fen have books and magazines in their
house; maybe not as many as Forry but there are some. Who keeps their car
in the open-air because they have the garage full of books, rack upon rack of
them? The garage was famous as Forry himself.
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At Forry Ackerman’s (Atom)
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2. LASFS, Fans, and Fun
It was only as we drove up to the steps of the LASFS Club-room that I
realised this would be my first large scale meeting with US of Amerifen. I
recall that Bjo, John Trimble and Ronel [Ron Ellik] were out on the
pavement as we pulled up. I lost sight of Len and Forry as I was herded up
the steps, chattering all the way, into the house. Those who were dining there
had already got half-way through the meal. So dazed and excited was I to be
among them, I neglected to offer any apologies for my lateness. Food was
placed in front of me, greetings were being called from all parts of the room,
or so it seemed but, on looking round there was only the one other table
behind me. In that first mad whirl I can’t for the life of me remember who
was at it. Fen who weren’t dining were roaming round, others were coming in
from time to time, for the meeting to be held later. As they came in Bjo
murmured their names to me and, while trying to talk to seven people at
once, I tried to fix names and faces in my memory but it was useless. Don
Franson was one name with which I was already familiar, Don came over to
where I was sitting and, with a courtly gesture, proffered to me a package “in
lieu of a LoC on the last Orion” as he put it.
It was a beautiful Parker Princess pen. Every time I use it I can see Don
striding across the room towards me. He was one of the people I wanted to
talk to but after the meeting was over I saw him leaving and, as he didn’t
come over to say Goodnight, I figured he’d be back later. I never saw him
again.
Dinner was a noisy meal. Puns were flying fast and furiously. Ronel
incurred the penalty of washing the dishes, though he hadn’t eaten the meal
with us, for some infringement of the rules. I didn’t do justice to the food; it
proved impossible to talk and eat at the same time. After the table had been
cleared, I followed into the kitchen to help gloat over Ron at the sink. There
were fen scuttling all over the place. Tables were folded up and stacked out
of the way, chairs were brought out and set in rows ready for the meeting to
come, I managed to get a few words with Don Fitch and then we all were into
the other room together.
The club’s committee sat at the table, heavy with their responsibilities.
Ronel wore a look that could only be described as fitting to a President,
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which was in fact, his post on the committee. Don Franson as secretary was
mulling over his notes and John Trimble, who was filling in for the absent
treasurer, was handling the money with an obvious affection. Once we were
all fairly quiet, the meeting opened. The Minutes were read, various bits of
business were attended to, reports were given by members of subcommittees. Put like that it all sounds slick, smooth and deadly efficient. It
was, too, but how to get across to you the heckling, barracking and good
natured chaffing that went on all the time? Once the meeting was over I was
surprised to see how much had been done in spite of the seeming chaos. The
room had been well filled before the meeting began, all the seats being taken.
So attentive had I been to the proceedings, it came as a shock to discover how
many more fen had turned up, quietly as mice, while the meeting was in
progress.
I had brought to the club with me a couple of items I wanted to present;
I didn’t particularly want to make a ceremony of it but I didn’t want to miss
this chance of handing them over. The Science Fiction Club of London had
agreed to offer Hon. membership in our club to the LASFS and ATom had
illustrated the official notice of membership for them which we had all
signed.* I was aghast to find that I wasn’t going to be allowed to attend their
meeting as “just another fan” but that they were going to give me the
treatment reserved for Foreign Representatives. It was amid kindly cheers
and handclaps I rose to present LASFS with their new fate.
* See Book II: Other Eyes.

Now the meeting broke up and I was able to move around renewing
acquaintance with both the Turners and Julie Jardine. Paul and Ellie had been
in London the previous year; it had been over two years since I last saw Julie.
Apart from Paul’s beard, they were all as I remembered them. Refreshments
were being handed round and I took my drink out to the porch with me. This
seems to be where I spent most of that evening. The company kept changing
as people came and went. I do recall that entirely without help I successfully
identified Steve Schultheis... believe it or not, from an ATomillo of him!
Virginia, his wife, was one of the first I sat and talked to on the porch. After I
don’t know how many changes of company, I remember I discovered I was
out of cigarettes. I’m sorry but I don’t like any of the American brands; I’ll
smoke a mentholated one for a change but not for the entire evening. From
sheer force of habit I looked at my watch, saw it was 11:10pm, and muttered
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in my beard something about it being too late. I was really talking to myself,
but Paul Turner overheard me and asked, too late for what? I told him I
needed cigarettes. He offered to run me down to a drugstore where we could
get some. Mentally, I kicked myself for being a SCoaW;* here I was in the
U.S. and I was thinking along the Home Rules. Julie said she’d come with us
so, after telling Ellie whither we were bound, we got into one of the two cars
Paul had by the kerb and drove off to the shops.
* Stupid Clod of a Woman – see Foreword.

After travelling the rest of the country, I would have liked to return to
Los Angeles and see if it struck me in quite the same way. L.A. was the first
American city I had seen; their customs and behaviour I was accepting as the
norm. We parked the car in an underground garage and surfaced to find we
had to cross the road. I wasn’t going to be caught again, so I stood still and
looked both ways, thrice. Not vehicle in sight. I blithely stepped off and was
part way across when, again, I was hauled ignominiously back by the scruff
of the neck. Hell and damnation! This was becoming a habit. I still couldn’t
see any traffic that would warrant this kind of treatment to my person. I
twirled round on Paul and was going to blast him where he stood. Grimly
determined not to back down an inch, he pointed a firm finger in the direction
of the traffic lights. In America the traffic lights are not, like here, placed on
top of poles painted black and white; come to think of it, I don’t remember
what colour they are, green, I think. Anyway, I hadn’t taken any notice of
them as it was so late and there was no traffic around. Just below the actual
lights was an illuminated notice which said either “CROSS” or “DON’T
CROSS”. I leave you to guess what they were saying when Paul pointed
them out to me. I pointed out the lack of traffic in extenuation of my seeming
carelessness. No excuse said Paul. We wait. And wait we did, with me
dithering from one foot to the other impatiently. This was the occasion of my
first lecture on American traffic laws as they applied to pedestrians. I know it
has been under discussion in England that the police should have powers to
enable them to fine jay walkers on the spot. I haven’t heard anything about it
lately so, maybe like a lot of other good ideas, it’s been shelved. Not so in
America. If you want to take the chance, it’s no good whining if you get
caught; you might as well pay up and look pleasant about it.
At last, with a sweeping bow, Paul waved me across the road. We didn’t
have far to go to the shop and I soon forgot my wounded dignity going round
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the counters turning over the things for sale and making comparisons with
home goods. With so much Americanised stuff being sold here now, it wasn’t
as different as I’d expected. It was a bit odd, mind you, to ask for a chemist’s
shop and get in return a blank stare. Julie suggested that I’d be needing a pair
of sandals, that’s not what she called them and I’ve forgotten the name she
used for them. I know I wore them pretty constantly after that and found them
most comfortable and cool. We riffled through the pb rack but didn’t see
anything we wanted. I got my cigarettes and then Paul asked me if I’d had an
ice-cream soda yet. I hadn’t so we sat ourselves up to the counter and talked
while eating them. We had been gone an hour so went to collect the car and
returned to the club.
During the evening I had heard remarks like, “It’s a pity Mike hasn’t
come, you’d like him.” “Mike” being Mike Hinge, who had moved from
New Zealand to Los Angeles three years before. Consequently, I wasn’t too
surprised when someone called, “Oh, here’s Mike.” As he came up the steps,
I was still sitting there with some fen; Virginia Schultheis stopped him and
introduced us. He barely broke his stride, gave a curt nod in my direction and
went on into the club-room. I thought his manners peculiar but refrained from
comment. Ellie Turner came out to return my autograph book. She had
noticed I wasn’t getting round very much because I was trying to collect the
signatures of all who were there and she offered to take the book round for
me. Really this defeated the purpose of the book. I had worked it out that if I
asked them for their autographs it meant I could talk to them all for at least a
second or so. It wouldn’t have worked anyway, so many of them had already
left.
As these things do, the circle broke up, shifted and reformed with
different folk around. Now it was Bjo, her husband John, Don Fitch, and
Mike Hinge. We talked about TAFF, Conventions and other fannish topics.A
couple of the lads came out to say goodnight; I’d be seeing them in Seattle so
they didn’t linger over it. We shook hands and they left. A couple of seconds
after, Mike looked at me and asked:
“Is that a habit you’ve picked up since you came here or have you
always done it?”
I was dumbfounded! What on earth had I done that he could have
misconstrued?
“Always done what?” I asked him.
“Shaken hands with men,” he said.
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Honestly, I thought he was joking. He had to be. Even so, it was still
with a straight face he declared:
“In New Zealand no respectable woman shakes hands with men.”
If this was deadpan humour, it was of the best. Not wanting to spoil his
joke, I let it ride.
We all wandered indoors and, as it was getting late, we didn’t feel like
doing anything very active so we just sat around and talked comfortably. It
was now I once again met up with Rick and Len. Rick I hadn’t seen all day
and Len I hadn’t seen since the car had driven up to the club, with the
exception of sitting next to him during the meeting. It was gone 2am, and
time for home. We collected our gear and with cries of See you in Seattle, we
made for the door. Here I discovered we were giving Mike Hinge a lift home.
As I hadn’t seen Rick all day, I shoved Len and Mike into the back and I sat
up front with Rick. As we dropped Mike off first, it meant I had to alight in
order to let him out. He wasn’t coming to Seattle and I knew I wouldn’t be
seeing him again so, mistakenly, I held out my hand to shake his. He quite
deliberately put them in his pockets and, nodding casually over in my general
direction, strolled away. I stood there fuming. I would almost sooner he had
slapped my face. We have in our midst, here in London, a New Zealander,
Bruce Burn. I queried him about this alleged custom and he’s never heard of
it before. Enuff said.
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3. City of Angels
In spite of the late night we’d had the night before, I was up betimes next
morning. Lying late in bed was a crime I found impossible to commit when
the sun was shining every day and there was so much to do and see. It was
wonderful to get out of bed without having to worry what to wear, or wonder
whether it would rain before lunch time. Invariably I wore shirt, shorts and
sandals and, compared with what I’d been wearing at home, I felt almost
naked! We didn’t have any great plans for that morning; Anna had some
library books to change which meant we went to the same district that held
the local police station. Apart from the police cars in the car park – there was
no clear division for police or private cars, they all shared what space there
was, which was plenty – I couldn’t see anything that would tell a stranger that
this was the police station. I think I’ve got it whipped. They have the
American flag outside, is that right? All law offices, police, sheriffs, and the
Highway Patrol, seem to have flags on the front lawn. At least, outside the
cities. I don’t recall seeing a police station in any of the cities I visited. Of
course, my first sight of an American policeman amused me. For as long as I
was over there, I could never take the police seriously. I had seen too many of
them in films and on TV for them to look like anything other than actors
playing a part. It was in this mood I watched him get off his motorbike and
swagger into the police station. I craned my neck to see what I could see, but
he was only in there for a moment and came out before I could focus on
anything. He walked away from where I was standing, and I can still see that
back view. It was precious! At any moment I expected him to swivel round
quickly on his feet, drawing his gun as he turned, but he did nothing of the
sort. He got back onto his bike and roared off into the distance. I stood there
feeling a bit let-down. I always found it difficult to identify an American
policeman readily. There is nothing distinctive about their uniform, not to my
London accustomed eyes, at any rate. Dark navy blue uniforms with silver
buttons, plus the unmistakable helmets make ours easy to spot.
After that little episode, we sauntered across the car-park and into the
library. It was to be expected that all the libraries visited in America would be
compared with my own local one. It would be a pleasure to join the Downey
library! It was housed in a beautiful building; it was light, airy and, tastefully
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decorated; I got the impression that those who read books are not ashamed of
the fact but do all in their power to advertise the fact. My local one hides
furtively next door to the local fire-station. The building is old, which is no
fault of theirs, but I am convinced they could make it more of a pleasure to go
in than they do. It has a distinctly musty atmosphere and the rooms are
painted in the normal drab “council” colours of dark green and brown. Next
time I’m over there, I must spend more time in the libraries. The rooms are
comfortably furnished for browsers with plenty of tables and comfy chairs;
there are ornaments placed here and there, purely for decoration which gives
the impression of, well, opulence is the word that comes most readily to
mind. One feels that money is no object but it has been spent for the benefit
of the readers and to good effect.
We drove from there to Rick’s house; we were going sight-seeing. Anna
dropped Len and me off there and went back home for some well earned rest
and solitude. I was introduced to Rick’s parents who made me welcome. We
stayed to have some light refreshments with them and, while we were at table
I’m afraid I monopolised the conversation. The house was dimly lighted and
cool which was a relief after the glare outside. Rick took us into his own
room and showed with pride his collection of swords, including the one sent
to him by Bob Richardson of Cheltenham. Rick was especially proud of this
one.
From the house we moved our exploration to the gardens and what, to
me, looked like a garage but turned out to be full of books, bric-a-brac and a
very comfortable sofa bed. We admired and sniffed the flowers on show, I
particularly remember the ginger plant; it smelled good enough to eat. We
had been clicking cameras madly at each other all this time. I got one of Rick
with his parents, he got one of me with his parents and so it went on. Now my
camera was empty and I had to change films. Remember, this was Ethel
Lindsay’s camera. I’ve never owned one so I was a bit doubtful about
messing it about. Knowing that Rick and Len were both capable people in
this sphere, I asked them to do the job for me. Len took the camera. There
was much turning of the various mechanisms and much more muttering sotto
voce. Rick didn’t agree with the way Len was going about it so he took over.
This wasn’t much of an improvement. Every time either of them tried to roll
the film on, it tore. Even I could see this shouldn’t be. I dare say we wasted
half-an-hour trying to get it re-loaded. Finally, Rick said we’d be going near a
camera shop downtown so we’d better take it in there and see what we’d
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done wrong.
We pulled up to the camera shop. I was only tagging along to keep the
boys company; after all, I hadn’t done anything to it. We leaned nonchalantly
on the counter and a most genial man came out the back and asked what he
could do for us. Wordlessly, Rick handed him the camera with the film half
in and half out. The man looked at it, wrinkled his forehead at it and asked,
what’s wrong? Rick told him we had been trying to re-load the thing but
couldn’t prevent the film tearing which was obviously wrong. He took one
look and, disdainfully, removed the film, turned the camera over the other
way and loaded it. He wouldn’t charge us but, as we walked sheepishly out to
the car we were followed by the sound of his laughing. From then on when
the camera needed a new film I would jeeringly invite either Len or Rick to
do it for me.
Now we were free to go sight-seeing in downtown Los Angeles.
Previously, Anna had been somewhat surprised that I hadn’t commented on
the amount of traffic we were passing on either side. Candidly, it hadn’t
struck me as being all that heavy. It seems that this was the first thing on
which Mike Hinge commented after his arrival. Maybe it’s because I’m from
a city myself and the roads in America, let’s face it, are built to take a
tremendous amount of traffic. Put the L.A. or any U.S. type traffic into the
small narrow roads in London or anywhere else in Britain, it would be
noticeably overcrowded. We hit the city right in the middle of the rush hour
so I had plenty of opportunity to lean out of the windows and gawk to my
heart’s content. This I did at every chance. It is a most impressive sight to
lean out of a car window or stand on the kerb and lean right back to look up
at the towering buildings.
An American city skyline is unmistakable. I know they vary in detail
but, as you gaze upwards, you know you couldn’t possibly be anywhere else
in the world than America. Due to the heavy traffic we couldn’t move at
anything faster than a crawl. This may have been hard on the nerves of Rick,
who was driving but, to me it was a blessing. I sat there soaking up the noise
and atmosphere. I was fascinated by the police and couldn’t take my eyes off
them if we happened to stop anywhere near one. By my constant staring at
them I collected more than one cheeky wink as they turned to wave us on and
met my interested gaze.
One thing in particular I noted, but don’t know if it’s uncommon to
other American cities, and that is the way in which everyone leans. No matter
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if it’s a girl or boy waiting for a date to arrive, or someone standing waiting
for a bus, they don’t just stand there, upright, they find the nearest wall and
lean on it. I began to wonder what held them up as they walked along the
road. Generally, for the part of the world we were in, the women were drab.
There didn’t seem to be any happy medium. Either their skirts were too long
or too short, and it was usually the ones who could least afford to do it who
wore the very short ones.
Rick parked the car and we went to that Fannishly Historical spot, the
Alexander Hotel, for a drink. We sat in the dimly lit bar talking over what
“SOUTHGATE” had meant to him and then we went over as much of the
place as was open to public inspection. Having strolled the streets of
downtown Los Angeles for a while, we picked up the car and were off to... I
didn’t know where. I never did ask Rick if he kept our destination a secret
deliberately, just to see how I reacted to it, or not. All I know is, it fair took
my breath away. We were driving along another of those long, glaring white
modern roads. Rick and Len were pointing out places of interest as we passed
them, but at the speed we were going, I could only glance at them. We pulled
into another garage and got out. I waited for Rick to get his ticket as I hadn’t
a clue in which direction we were headed. As he came out of the garage he
pointed out the main post office building while we strolled, unnoticed by me,
down a narrow street. As we walked I noticed a couple of women pass; well,
one of them was really only a girl, but she was wearing something that fitted
her like a sack and it looked terrible on her. So bad was it I pointed her out to
Rick who informed she was wearing a mou-mou.
I looked back with renewed interest and horror. Betty Kujawa had
written asking me my size as she wanted to get me a mou-mou for a souvenir
of my visit to the country. This was a mou-mou!! I am reliably informed they
are very comfortable and cool to wear in the hot weather. I have the garment
but, so far, we haven’t had the weather that goes with them. First chance I get
I’ll try it out.
Suddenly, I took note of where we were. It was a loud blast of colour,
smells and noise. My first impression was of a fair or carnival. This was
Olvera Street. I didn’t know at what to look first, there was so much
demanding my attention I could only wander up and then back down trying to
take it all in. There were small pokey-looking shops along both sides. Each
shop had a stall or, if it was a cafe, there were tables outside. Down the
middle of the street was a double row of stalls, each one seemingly more
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colourful than its neighbour. Rick told me, warningly, that it was a well
known tourist trap. I can’t think of a nicer place in which to be rooked. Food
that smelled delicious was being cooked over open fires, there were jars of
sweets and packets of nuts... so many different kinds of nuts. I would have
loved to sample them all. Stalls laden with tooled leather shoes, sandals and
handbags. I picked over mounds of stuff just feeling and looking my fill. I
lost all count of time as I dragged Len and Rick back and forth with me. The
whole length of the street you could hear the musicians playing to the
customers at their tables. They were dressed in bright coloured costumes and
seemed to be enjoying themselves as much as the spectators. To enter some
of the shops we had to go down steep steps and, once in the shop, it was
surprising how large they were. Mostly they were sadly disappointing as the
stuff they sold could be bought in any Woolworths. These were too obviously
tourist traps and they weren’t very clever about it either. Fair put me off, it
did. I much preferred the shops selling the leather work and it was going for a
most reasonable price. I kept looking and faunching for one of the handbags I
saw there. Staunchly, I resisted the temptation. We wandered on.
At one end of Olvera Street there’s a tree with a bench under it. This
struck me as a good spot in which to sit and catch my breath. I discovered I
didn’t have any cigarettes on me. I glanced around and dismissed the thought
that it would be possible to get Players here. Rick said he thought we could.
We approached a stall and asked him if he sold English cigarettes, Players
especially. Watching the man, you could see him translating what you said to
him back into his own tongue, think of his answer, translate that into English,
then it came out understandably. It looked like being a long job. What it
boiled down to was, yes, he sold Players.
“I’ll have 40 please,” I told him. His brown face crinkled into a smile
and he disappeared into the back of the shop to come back seconds later with
his arms laden. I thought no more of it than that his shelves needed refilling.
Rick it was who caught on.
“No, the lady only wants two packs.” His face fell. Damn! I’d forgotten
that in America you order your cigarettes by the number of packets you want.
Back home if you want 40 cigarettes (two packs), you say 40 cigarettes. That
chap must have thought he was getting a shipping order. We mooched back
to the bench and I enjoyed my smoke.
By now it was getting late and the boys were taking me to dinner. We
reclaimed the car and were off again. The only food I have ever eaten in my
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life has been good plain English or Scottish food and, on occasion, Chinese. I
don’t know what was served to us that night, I tried it all but found most of it
too spicy for me. I made my apologies to them for not being able to finish it
and they understood that I didn’t want to take any chances so soon in my
travels. I do recall there was a small dish of what looked like watery tomato
soup on the table. Len told me it was sauce and that it was HOT. I
remembered Ken Bulmer being told about some mustard being very hot that
he had found to be fairly mild. I played it safe just the same and only tried a
spot on the tip of a teaspoon. It almost burned out my tonsils!
We dawdled over the meal talking and then, having remembered that on
Thursday I had left my camera case at LASFS we went back there for it. We
discovered on arrival that Bjo and John had already left for Seattle as they
were visiting relatives on the way. Bruce Pelz, Ted Johnstone and some
others were around and hosted us very capably. They showed me round the
house and Bruce showed me some of his fanzines including SAPSzines he’s
had handsomely bound. I must admit they looked gorgeous but I don’t think I
could spend that amount of money on my fanzine collection no matter how
highly I prize it. Still, that’s his business and they did look beautiful. We
were invited to try our hands at identifying some drinks Bruce had cooked
up. I hadn’t a clue, but they turned out to be harmless apple. They were
refreshing at any rate. We sat there for a while nattering while all sorts of
things were going on. I mean, someone was on the floor with a large piece of
paper on which weird symbols were being drawn; this, I believe, was for the
art-show. All sorts of fanac was being neglected until after the SEACON, but
other, more domestic pursuits were being followed. Clothes were being
mended and pressed, costumes for the dance were being finished off and the
like. Made me feel quite idle.
We were too tired to stay out late so Rick drove us home and we sat
talking and drinking tea for a while. Then broke it up and went our several
ways to bed.
Saturday morning was a lazy one. Rick was coming over to lunch with
us so we drifted round the house, me with my usual cup of tea, talking and
looking over some of Len’s fanzines. It made a nice change from having to
dash around getting ready to go out. I also took this chance to write some
letters to England, just in case they thought they’d heard the last of me. I had
already packed a small case as we were going over to see Rory Faulkner and
I was to stay the night there. I’d been writing to Rory for a while and she was
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doing a column for Orion right then. I hadn’t met her when she came to
London in ’57 and we were curious about each other as was to be expected.
First, though, we were going to collect another old timer, Stan Woolston. I
don’t mean that Stan is an old man, just that he was around fandom some
years ago.
It was a pleasant drive in the sunshine and I remember at one point in
the road we saw a hitch-hiker with bare feet! According to Rick, all he
wanted was a lift to the beach and, when he was ready to come home in the
evening, he’d hitch a ride back.
Having picked up Stan Woolston we arrived at Rory’s to be met with
open arms. For the next hour or so it was a cacophony of plates, cutlery and
voices. Everybody talked at once and all was merry confusion. At last we
settled down together and began to take things a bit easier. As it was so nice
outside we took our chairs and sat in the shade, exchanging jokes,
information and small talk. To tell the truth, mostly we were content just to
sit basking in the fact of the company of each other. It was a comfortable
matey session. In snippets I was getting the history of the OUTLANDERS
and, as so many of the members were there that day, I’m not sure that I’m not
now an Hon. member of that august body. Rick had on his “OUTLANDER”
shirt. An eye-catching garment of black and white zebra stripes. Reluctantly
the group broke up and Rick drove Len and Stan to their homes, leaving me
with Rory.
We had moved indoors and I was surprised to see Rory switch on the
TV. To date I hadn’t seen programmes in the States so I waited in some
curiosity to see what it would be like. Of course, as it is with those things, we
heard sound before we got the picture and the music sounded somewhat
familiar. It should have. Dial 999 was the first TV programme I saw in
America, featuring Robert Beatty. It was an episode I’d already seen, too.
Rory, having been in London in ’57, was busy picking out the things she
remembered having seen over here and now I know how she felt. Every time
I see New York or something equally known to me I have the job of pointing
it out and describing it to my brother. It does give you a tremendous lift to see
places one has visited in this way. After Dial 999 there was a political speech
by some local bod. It was fun to sit listening to and watching Rory get all
worked up with him. She’d point her finger at him and, wagging it in his
face, argue with the points he made, usually she disagreed with him.
It was time for bed before we knew where we were. I had a gang of
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them coming round next day to take me out so we couldn’t afford to stay up
longer. Too late to be able to do anything about it – she would brook no
argument – I discovered that Rory was giving up her bed to me and she was
going to sleep on the sofa. She has a beautifully compact house all to herself
and after making myself free of her bathroom I climbed into her large
comfortable bed and was soon fast asleep.
Next morning I intended to be up and give Rory a cup of tea in bed, but
when I came out of the bedroom it was to find her already up and dressed
with the kettle boiling ready for me.
I dashed off a quick letter to London and then we realised that my visit
was fast coming to an end and tried to get in all the talking we hadn’t been
able to manage the night before. I was stuffing things into my case,
discovering that I’d packed what I’d be wearing that day and out it all had to
come again. I was still not washed or dressed when the first of the bunch
arrived, Len and Anna. Hard on their heels came the Turners and Ron Ellik. I
had to get dressed, but it was so hard to break off the talk for long enough to
shut myself away and get ready. I managed it after many threats of being
taken as I was and exhibited to the public gaze. Spirits were high and the sun
was shining as we drove off with Rory waving furiously after the receding
cars. It was a wonderful visit but, like the others I was yet to make,
annoyingly brief.
Sad as I was to part from Rory, it wasn’t a mood that could last all day.
It was a glorious day, I was on holiday, in wonderful company and off on a
spree. My spirits soon rose to match those of the others and we drove along
in gay, good humour.
Roy Tackett:
On a certain sunny Saturday afternoon in August Rory Faulkner, Ella
Parker, Rick Sneary, Stan Woolston, and I were having a happy nattering
session at Rory’s home in Westminster, California, while munching on
grapes, nuts, chicken, and other goodies.
Ella had offered Stan some grapes, which he had (politely) refused.
Later, Stan offered Ella the bowl of nuts.
“You wouldn’t take my grapes,” said she. “So I won’t eat your...”
She stopped abruptly, struck by the split-second realization of what she
almost said. Amid hoots of evil laughter I cried: “Write that down, Rick! We
can use it as an interlineation.”
Sneary (sometimes – but not always – obedient to my strange whims)
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wrote it down in his little black notebook. The line is preserved for posterity.
I’m not sure what posterity will do with it, and I’m not sure when it will get
used as an interlineation, but perhaps with some good strong fannish effort
we could make nuts de le Woolston nearly as famous as the Squirrel’s.
– Dynatron #9
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4. Disneyland
We were bowling merrily along when Anna thought to ask who knew the
way we should take. We drew up to the side of the road for a hurried
consultation and Paul Turner, who was driving the other car, said he thought
he knew the route. Having given us directions, off he went with us tailing
after. We came to a turning that Anna thought she recognised as being one
that Paul had mentioned. Should we take it? The other car was nowhere in
sight so we chanced it. It must have been the wrong one because we couldn’t
see Paul anywhere in front of us. We doodled along and just in front of us we
saw Paul’s car coming out of another turning. We were lost. Well, not
altogether lost but we didn’t know which was the most direct road to take.
We knew we were headed vaguely in the general direction we wanted to go
but that was all. We came out on a main road and there was KNOTT’S
BERRY FARM AND GHOST TOWN. Now Anna knew where she was and
we picked up speed. On the way to Rory’s the previous day we had passed
this place and Rick had told me a bit about it. From what I could see of it as
we passed it was a fascinating place. Acres and acres of land, tree-lined, and
cars seemed to be packed like sardines for miles. At the time I couldn’t
understand its obvious popularity.
By now Anna was getting really anxious. We should have seen before
now the landmark which would tell us we were near our destination.
Suddenly, we saw it. The sun was striking it at a slant and it looked most
impressive way off in the distance. Disney’s version of the Matterhorn. It
didn’t take long from then to reach the park itself. We had arrived at
DISNEYLAND!!
As we drove into the tremendous car-park I didn’t realise just how far
away we still were from the fun-fair. We were given a parking ticket for 25
cents which, if you read it, only admits to be a license for space. No
responsibility is accepted for fire, theft, damage to the car or it contents. This
figures. There are 30 aisles marked on the card but how many cars to an aisle
I don’t know. Having locked the cars we walked towards what I thought was
Disneyland. Not a bit of it. We had a short train-ride in front of us. These
were just a string of cars, open both sides but with a roof just wide enough to
keep the sun off your head. It’s a mad scramble for seats because the train
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isn’t held up for too long before it’s sent on its way.
We alighted from this train at the gateway to Disneyland; we really had
arrived. Standing outside the paybox I noticed there are two methods by
which you can pay. One, you pay just the entrance fee and then for your rides
as you take them, paying for them at their own pay booths, or you buy a book
of tickets. I’m not sure if the price of admission is included in that; Len
treated me to the day’s outing and I was far too busy trying to see everything
at once to watch what was going on at the box. I didn’t use all the tickets in
my book and I have it here now. It shows how much of a reduction you get
on the rides by having the books. A 35 cent (cash) ride costs only 25 cents by
ticket. Apart from the saving in cash this can be if, like me, you are set on
taking as many rides as possible, there is the saving in time at the rides
themselves.
My only regret is that I didn’t have colour film in my camera that day. I
look at the pictures I took and have to remember what it all looked like. As I
recall the first thing we tried was the monorail. To get the full impact of this
you should try for a window seat. I was in the middle of the car so it was just
like an ordinary train ride to me. Way high up, true, but I couldn’t see
anything. All day I was finding myself more and more impressed with the
slick efficiency shown in handling large crowds. To me, used to the
rumbustiousness of the Hampstead Heath barkers who wheedle and coax you
to come try their sideshows, it strikes as impersonal and very commercial,
which of course, it is. Once you master their method of doing things in
Disneyland it takes hardly any time at all from the time you decide to go on a
ride to actually getting on it. You wind slowly but surely through a system of
crush barriers until you reach the attendant who helps you on. Our bunch had
a fine old time bartering and exchanging tickets. I must tell you about those.
They are of different colours and have a large red letter from A to I don’t
know what; I only have two left, an A and an C. The A ticket is green and is
worth in cash 10 cents, 5 cents from the book. It takes you on: Main Street
Horse Cars, Horseless Carriages, Omnibus, Surreys and the Fire Engines.
Tomorrowland and the 20,000 Leagues Exhibit. Ticket C admits to:
Tomorrowland, Rocket to the Moon, and Tomorrowland Autopia.
Frontierland, Shooting Gallery, Mike Fink Keel Boats, Indian War Canoes.
The place is so vast, it’s impossible to cover it all in one day though we did
our best. My favourite of all the things we rode was the Submarine. Disney
doesn’t waste an inch of space. I told you about the Matterhorn. Not only
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does this act as a landmark for those In Search of Wonder, it is used by rides
going through, round and under it. Also, at intervals during the day, it is
climbed by a team of mountaineers to give you something to look at while
you are resting your feet.
The ride that went under the Matterhorn was the submarines. You filed
down and in to seat yourself in front of your very own port-hole window.
Having stood in line for long enough to see those in front set off, I knew the
things actually submerged. We set off slowly and then the water began
licking at the windows. Down, down we went, probably not very deep but it
was tremendously exciting for all that. There were all sorts of gimmicks for
us to look at, like the mermaid floating around waving at us to come join her,
the shipwreck with its treasure chests burst open, corpses and other bits of
atmosphere. Some of the colouring and weeds, to say nothing of the rocks we
saw, were enchanting. Of course they laid on a Sea Monster for us. All this
was accompanied by a taped recording of orders and nautical conversation,
supposedly by the crew. We even had an alarm! To digress for a moment.
Recently, I had a letter from Fred Hunter in which he mentioned hearing on
radio the commentary of Glenn’s space jaunt and he said, I quote:
“...The achievement was tremendous but, gee, how I longed for a BBC
commentary instead of the American version. I could have screamed every
time he (the American commentator) said ‘This programme is coming to you
by courtesy of...’ Commercials, egad, in an historic programme like that!”
I know exactly how Fred was feeling. It sounded most odd to my ears to
be told every time I went on a round-a-bout by whom it was made, of what
materials and, in some cases, how much the motor weighed. I was croggled
to hear all this coming over the loudspeakers just as we were diving. Frankly,
at that moment, I couldn’t care less who had made the thing.
I wouldn’t want you to think the day was spent in one mad dash from
ride to lide. Now and again we did no more than wander round looking at
whatever took our fancy and there was plenty, I can tell you. During our
strolls I noticed in various places a notice which said: “NO STROLLERS.”
Actually, I had seen lots of them without them really registering until we
went into an exhibit simply made for it, but there was that notice again. I
pointed it out to Ron Ellik who just nodded his head in agreement. I was
already feeling a mite indignant about it and his airy dismissal made me feel
worse.
“By what right does he forbid it?” I asked Ron.
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“It makes things easier for others,” he answered.
This didn’t make much sense to me and it struck me this might be a
misunderstanding in terminology.
“What is a stroller?” I asked him.
“Well, it’s a... it’s a stroller,” he answered brightly.
We were getting nowhere fast. I pointed at myself and said:
“I’m a stroller.” Ron laughed. “No, you’re not, are you?”
Finally, he was inspired. Pointing he exclaimed:
“That’s a stroller.”
A baby’s push-chair! Aren’t Americans funny?
The afternoon was well advanced and Anna was tired so she and Len
headed for the car and home. Paul and Ellie Turner and Ron and I decided to
stay a bit longer. Ron promised Len faithfully he would deliver me to the
Moffatt house safely sometime that night. I loved to watch the bandsmen
going from one ride to the other and, as they whirled around, they played the
tune most appropriate to that ride. Like, when they went on “The Mad
Hatter’s Tea Party” they played “Tea for Two”; on the horses they played the
“Post Horn Gallop”. Mixed in with the large, ever shifting crowd were all
sorts of characters from the fairy and adventure stories. They would stand to
have their photographs taken surrounded by kids who loved it. For a long
time I had been aware of music that waxed and waned in strength. In our
wanderings we came across a lake on which there were a couple of fairly
large boats full of passengers just sailing around without going anywhere. We
elected to take a raft to Tom Sawyer Island, it seemed a lot more adventurous.
The raft, so it says on the leaflet, “is patterned after the log rafts of the
Mississippi at the time of Mark Twain”. We seemed to be no sooner aboard
than it was time to land. I don’t have any idea how large the island actually is
but they certainly manage to cram a lot into what space there is. We visited
Tom and Huck’s Tree House, looked at the Old Mill, crossed the suspension
bridge that RonEl insisted on shaking as we crossed, without mishap, no
thanks to him. Then Ellie discovered the caves. For the next ten minutes we
wound our way through narrow passages, at times bent almost double. I
wriggled through spots that afternoon I would have sworn I was too big to
tackle but where Ellie led I followed and at the expense of only one grazed
elbow. By now we felt we had earned a rest so sat swinging our feet on the
Teeter-Totter Rock. It is exactly what its name implies. We were off again.
Another bridge to be crossed but I looked at it in horror. I could never cross
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that! They called it the Pontoon Bridge. It was made of barrels covered with
slight planks of wood, and was being rocked in a most alarming way by those
up in front. The thing was wet and looked treacherously slippy to me, lying
as low in the water as it was. Gritting my teeth I stepped out gingerly.
Naturally, as Ellie and I reached the centre, Ron and Paul set it to rocking
madly again. It was with a sigh of relief I reached dry land.
In spite of the crowds on the island, it was pretty easy to find less
popular paths along which to meander. Abruptly, our ears were assailed by
blood-curdling whoops that, in those surroundings, made me think of
scalpings and being tied to a post while my fate was decided. We came to the
banks of a stream and, across the other side I saw a bunch of Indians
complete with headdresses, tomahawks and all the trimmings. There were
teepees to be seen in the background and it was difficult to realise that all this
was just a show put on for the customers. Apparently, we had arrived at the
climax of their show and, as they broke up for the day, they took to the water
in their canoes whooping like mad. I had the craziest thought as they rowed
away. Looking at them dressed as Chiefs and Braves, I tried to imagine them
in dark suits with brief cases in their hands, going to an ordinary day’s
business. The resulting image was ridiculous but amusing.
As we headed for the exits, I remembered there was something on Main
Street I particularly wanted to see. The silent cinema. Paul, Ellie and Ron
wanted to try their hands in the shooting gallery so I wandered off on my
own. Before going into the cinema I looked at all the old fashioned shops
lining the street. Fascinating. In the cinema the walls were lined with small
screens, each showing a different film; there were no seats, but in the centre
of the floor was a small podium on which you could stand and, just by
swivelling round, see all the screens at a glance. Down on the floor was the
Promenade for those who wanted a closer look at the films. The shows were
continuous and quite short so if you came to one in the middle of the showing
you didn’t have long to wait before it began all over again. In this way I saw
a very early Will Rogers film which, for the kind of day it had been, was
quite amusing. All of them, of course, were of the slap-stick kind complete
with pratfalls.
Having seen all I wanted I came out to the street thinking the boys and
Ellie would be ready to go. Apparently, I hadn’t been in there as long as I
thought, there was no sign of them so I sat me down on a handy doorstep to
enjoy a quiet cigarette. I carefully put my camera beside me so I wouldn’t
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forget it and made friends with a small girl who was wandering along all
alone. Her parents, I imagine they were, dashed up to claim her, no doubt
relieved to find she was unharmed. When the others finally caught up with
me I was hungry enough to eat a horse so we decided it was time to eat. We
were going to KNOTT’S BERRY FARM for dinner and I was looking
forward to seeing this place at close quarters. Having assured each other that,
yes, we had enjoyed the sideshow of our choice, we headed for the gates and
food. Of all things to find there, just inside the gates, on the Disneyland
grounds, we discovered a piano show-room! Who on earth goes to
Disneyland to buy a piano??? So intrigued were we by this phenomenon we
trooped in to see what was so special about it. As far as I could judge, and I
don’t go into piano show-rooms every, day, it was just as ordinary as you’d
find anywhere. Shaking our heads in bewilderment, we exited from there and
again, made for the gates.
“STOP!” I hollered. “I’ve left my camera back there.”
Luckily I knew exactly where it should be and Paul gallantly offered to
run back for it. We had been dawdling along and had gone into see the pianos
since then, so we stood there with all our fingers crossed until Paul returned.
He has a sadistic turn of mind. As he ran towards us he managed, somehow,
to keep the camera out of sight behind him without it being obvious he was
doing so. I was sure he hadn’t got it and it wasn’t until I looked suitably
crestfallen that he returned it to me. I literally crooned over it in my relief. To
the accompaniment of ribald suggestions for tying it round my neck so I
wouldn’t lose it for good, we really did get out the gates this time and
entrained for the car-park.
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Disneyland (Atom)
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5. A Last Day in L.A.
As the air outside the park hit me, I felt cold. Now I remembered that I’d left
my jacket in the Moffatts’ car and they’d gone home hours ago. I was
wearing short sleeves and was going to be half-frozen before I got home that
night. I did manage to forget it for a few minutes at a time though.
It didn’t take us long to reach Knott’s – in fact, it took us a darn sight
longer to find a parking spot. I reckon we circled the place twice before we
saw a car pulling out and queued up to take his spot. Had I not been told a bit
about the place I would have wondered how such a large area could rightly
be called a restaurant. Here too, I came across for the first time, the good old
standby of any business with room for it, a Ghost Town, and good business
they are too. It so happens they encourage you to take one of their menus for
souvenirs and, as it gives a potted history of how the business was built up,
you might be interested in a bit of it. This couple, Cordelia and Walter Knott,
bought ten acres of land one time in 1927. They grew berries and, with the
surplus, made pies and jams which helped them with their payments on the
property. In 1934 they were doing pretty well so decided to try their hands at
serving chicken dinners; they had three daughters by now and they provided
help with the work. On the first day they sold eight dinners. 1946 saw the
girls and their husbands taking an ever increasing part in the family business.
One of the boys opened and ran the Steak House, another had charge of the
Preserves Kitchen; also still going strong was the Chicken Restaurant.
Between them the two rooms seat 1,330 people at once. When we were there
the place was pretty full. From 8 dinners that first day they have recorded for
one day in 1961, 15,238 dinners sold. That’s the berries!
We had a delicious meal and far more than I could handle with my
shrunken English stomach. I was frankly amazed at how much the average
American can tuck away and still come up looking for more. After we had
dined, the lads took us round the grounds to look at the shops... oh, yes, there
were shops and each one of them owned and run by a member of the family.
There is a gift shop which had some lovely stuff on view and a dress shop
that looked to be stylish enough, though how the prices compared with
outside shops, I couldn’t say. I hadn’t done any window shopping on clothes
yet. From there we went to look round the Ghost Town. I remember when I
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first heard that the LASFS bunch had used a “ghost town” in which to shoot a
film they’d made, it wasn’t clear to me how such a place became available.
I’d never heard of these show places with all the usual mock-ups of buildings
etc. that they have. Having now visited two of the places, I can see they’d be
ideal for the job if you can get permission to use them. It was too late for the
town to be operating so we had to content ourselves with walking round,
peering into dusty windows at all the interesting bits and pieces to be seen
from outside. There was an old time music hall for which they gave us an
advert in the shape of an old twirl-worthy moustache in cardboard. They have
their own train, which had done its last run for that day before we got there.
They have a Wagon Camp with a number of covered wagons and old wooden
crates and such to serve for seats. I believe they light a camp-fire in the
evening and give a sing-song for the audiences; I wouldn’t know for sure, we
didn’t see it in session. Yes, I see from the booklet cum menu I have here,
they give free entertainment in the shape of “square dancing, stories” – of the
old West, I imagine – “and music”. It must be quite a place when in full blast.
There was one ride still working, even at that time of night; it was getting on
for 10pm by now, and that was the Calico Mine Co. train. You get a ticket to
ride this train through the tunnels in which the gold workings are supposed to
be. Never mind about how phoney it was, it still excited and, at one stage
when they exploded something, scared the customers. We had a lot of fun
seeing how they had it all carved out to look like a real mine, even to the
figurines working in one section. There were trucks, empty and full, going
back and forth to the vein being worked.
By now I was freezing to death, pretty near, and couldn’t get into the car
quickly enough. As we headed back to town, Paul and Ron worked out
between them for whom it would be most convenient to deliver me to the
Moffatts. Ron had to go someplace and pick up his car so Paul drove us there
and that was when and where the Turners and I parted.
Ron had to drive out to his mother’s place to pick up some stuff so
unexpectedly I got a ride out to Long Beach. It was nice and warm in the car
and I enjoy being driven at night which made it a perfect finish to what had
been a marvellous day. It was easy to see Ron’s Mum was used to her son’s
odd ways and friends. She showed an amazing sang froid on being faced with
a completely strange woman, quite late on a Sunday night. She didn’t turn a
hair. While he dashed about collecting his gear I sat drinking tea and
watching What’s My Line? on the TV. It took me a couple of seconds or so to
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tumble how they play it over there. They play for money and not for fun only.
Having added insult to injury, as you might say, by borrowing a cardigan
from Mrs. Ellik, Ron drove me back to Downey, part of the way along side
the beach so I could get a close look at it.
It was just on midnight when he deposited me, tired but deliriously
happy. I don’t really remember going to bed that night but I must have done.
When I woke next morning, I lay in bed until realisation dawned on me
that this was my last full day in L.A. so I’d better be up and make the most of
it. By now I was using the Moffatts’ house pretty much as my own and
dashed into the kitchen to prepare... guess what? Tea. We were scheduled to
go to Long Beach in the morning so we were able to take things easy. Again
it was a brilliant day but it hadn’t taken me long to get used to every day
being fine and by now I was taking it very much for granted. We drove off,
cameras at the ready and had a lot of fun paddling in the sea (wading, as they
call it over there). We found a bunch of seaweed lying on the beach and I’ve
never seen anything like it in my life. It looked like some kind of alien
fungus. When I tried to burst one of the pods I had to use two hands, so tough
were they. We took off our sandals to walk in the sands and they were so hot
I felt sure my feet must be scorched. We didn’t stay long as Anna said it got
crowded later and besides, we had to get to Rick’s. We were lunching out and
went to a bowling alley. Honestly, it would be better described as a bowling
“palace”, so palatial was it. I examined the enormous menu, and couldn’t
help but get lost in it. Settling to have a sandwich, I sat back unaware of what
I’d just done to myself. The waitress brought my sandwich. Really, I wish
now she hadn’t. I looked round for the step-ladder I was sure they must
provide with them. It was heaped up on the plate; I swear there was at least
half a loaf of bread in it, to say nothing of all the other ingredients. No, I
hadn’t asked for a “club” sandwich; I’ve read about those and I knew I could
never work my way through one of them. This one looked just as bad from
where I lurked behind it. I examined the problem carefully from all angles
and it became clear to me that if I was going to get any food at all I would
have to dismember it entirely and start from scratch. I took off layer after
layer of bread, ghod knows how much meat there was in it. This I laid on the
plate to be dealt with in my normal way using knife and fork. On the side, as
part of the sandwich I’d ordered, was a small dish of salad and some pickle,
also some sauce or dressing, I’m not sure which. Len and Anna sat watching
fascinatedly as I wrought havoc on what, I must admit, had been a truly
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wonderful construction job. My heart bleeds for the person who went to all
the trouble of building that edible edifice only to have it brought crashing
down so heartlessly. To make matters worse, having sorted it out in a way I
could manage with ease I couldn’t finish it. There was as much food in that
one sandwich as I normally eat in a week!
Feeling like David after having slain such a Goliath it was a pleasure to
sit back in the car and watch Anna’s expert driving as she drove us to Rick’s
house. We were going back to Olvera Street so I could buy one of those
handbags for which I’d been faunching. As we drove along, knowing I
wouldn’t be coming this way again, I was eyeing as much of it as possible
trying to imprint it on my memory banks. I recall pointing out to Rick a sign
that looked odd to me. It was for tyres but was spelled “tires”. Typos yet! It
wasn’t really; that’s how they spell it for real. It was a long time before I got
over thinking we were passing a carnival each time we came to a used car lot.
They have all those cars out for sale and the place is bedecked with bunting
and looks most festive. Some of them at night are a blaze of light, all of them,
now I come to think about it. I suppose it must pay them to use all that
electricity just for advertising their premises but it did strike me as
extravagant.
Back in Olvera Street I again wandered round all the shops and this time
we, Len, Rick and I went into one of the cafes for a root beer. This was my
third since arriving in the country. After much comparing and mind changing
I made my choice of a bag and used it continuously for the remainder of my
stay. It holds almost as much as a small suitcase, which is an advantage. I am
happy with it.
By now of course, the cloud of our imminent parting had fallen on us
and we were apt to fall into long silences, then break into bright chatter to try
and fill them. I almost caused poor Len to choke. I’d been very careful to
think twice before I said anything in case I used an expression that could be
misinterpreted. You all know the classic example of which I am thinking.
Something I was describing to them, it doesn’t matter what, actually it was a
place I’d been to and I said it was a “swish” restaurant. As I said it, Len
almost choked. I couldn’t understand what I’d said that was amusing. When
he explained to me what it could be taken to mean I didn’t really believe him.
Talk about the long arm of coincidence. A couple of days later I saw an issue
of LesNi’s QP?* which had that very word in it used as Len had explained it
to me. You certainly live and learn. I’d thought I was doing so well in
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avoiding dubious terminology. You can’t win.
* Les Nirenberg’s Que Pasado?

While we had been driving around enjoying ourselves, Anna had been
home cooking dinner for us. Nothing had been said about it being a semiformal occasion so it was odd that we all treated it as such. When we got
home I had a bath and, without having given it a thought previously, decided
to wear a dress as a change from shorts. Anna had made the table look very
nice, we had drinks before the meal and Rick held our chairs for us as we sat
in at table. I was glad I’d thought to dress. I’m afraid I didn’t do justice to the
meal. The hours were slipping away too quickly and thinking of that had cost
me my appetite.
Len, Rick and I washed the dishes; well, I washed, Rick wiped and Len
stowed away. After all, it was his house and he should know where all the
things went. Then I had to pack. I’d been just five days in Los Angeles and
the amount of stuff I’d already collected was incredible. At this rate it wasn’t
going to be possible for me to lug it all with me. Len volunteered to wrap it
and mail it off home for me; an offer I was quick to accept, gratefully. I
combed through what I thought was surplus weight and heaped it all on the
bureau. It was a bit of a job because I was trying to see weeks into the future,
wondering how much reading time I would have and whether I would get the
chance to read anything at all. Twice I put my copy of The Willis Papers,*
which had been gifted to me by the LASFS club, into my case to read on my
travels but had to admit finally that it would be best to read it in peace once I
got home, so it went with the other stuff for mailing.
* Also available as an Ansible Editions ebook in the TAFF free library.

To think back to that night saddens me all over again. It had been a
wonderful visit and for the moment all the other people I so much wanted to
meet didn’t come into account. I was most reluctant to leave. In a purely
selfish way, I hoped they were as reluctant to see me go. Somehow we had
managed to become firm friends without the chance to discover each other in
talk. I may have left others later on in the trip unsure of whether they liked
me or not; with the Moffatts and Rick I had no such doubts. We are friends
for life. As I packed we talked, laughed, and talked some more, none of it of
any consequence. Packed at last, we all moved out to the living room for a
last few minutes and then, as Rick was coming along early in the morning,
we had to say the last goodnight.
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We were all up betimes next morning and after a hurried breakfast we
drove out to pick Rick up. I still don’t know what the Los Angeles airport
looks like because this time I was equally preoccupied with Len, Rick and
Anna. It was a very subdued me that waved them goodbye and boarded the
plane for my next stop in my Big Adventure.
((P.S. I hope it is only coincidence and not a consequence of my visit
that the LASFS club-rooms were torn down. I hear too that the same fate will
overtake the Alexandria Hotel where I went for a drink. Don’t you think this
is taking things a bit far?!))
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Book II
Other Eyes

SF Club of London certificate (Atom)
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6. Seacon Prologue
Larry Shaw (2 September 1961):
Arthur Thomson and Len Moffatt sent us reports of Ella’s travels, which
we must condense ruthlessly for lack of space. Ella left from London Airport
on Aug 22. The farewell party at Bruce Burn’s flat in Maida Vale was a
swinging affair that swung from Saturday Aug. 19 through the 20th.
Attendance was 20-30, including such notables as Bill Temple, Ted Tubb,
Bobby & Bill Grey, Jill Adams and her husband, and Archie Mercer
complete with new beard, goggles and crash helmet up from Lincoln on his
newly-acquired motor scooter, as well as the boys and girls of the SFCoL.
After going home at about 5am on Sunday, Atom recovered enough to go
back around 3pm to find those hardy souls still left trekking out to a recentlyopened bowling alley to see how steady their hands were.... Ella arrived in
Los Angeles Aug. 23 at about 9:30 pm and was met by the Moffatts and Rick
Sneary. Thursday the Moffatts took her sightseeing, then to the
Ackermansion, and finally to the usual club meeting. Ella presented LASFS
with an Atom-illuminated invitation to become honorary members of the
SFCoL, which they gleefully and gratefully accepted. She also presented
Rick with a St. Fantony emblem badge to go with his sword and title of
Esquire. And the club presented Ella with a copy of The Willis Papers, hot
off the Gestetner. She gave a short but lively talk and received a standing
ovation. Lots of other touring and visiting took place on the days following,
until 10:00 am Aug. 29, when Anna, Rick and Len waved a fond and sad
farewell as Ella took off for Seattle. Her early arrival there was to be a
surprise for Wally Weber, who didn’t expect to see her until Friday, Sept. 1.
– Axe #11
Elinor Busby:
Well, we’ve now met the Fabulous Ella Parker. She came a few days
before the con; and for a while there, I was practically a 100% tea-drinker.
I’ve since reverted to my natural coffiness, but still drink more tea than I did
pre-Ella. Genuine imported British tea, too. It’s damned expensive, but oh!
it’s good.
But that wasn’t what I was going to tell you about. I was going to tell
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you a bit about Ella. She’s neither tall nor short, neither fat nor thin, neither
young nor old, and neither loud not quiet. She’s a pleasant; dynamic sort,
who likes her meat cooked to most pitiful cinderhood (as does Boyd, for that
matter) and can drink quantities of tea which would be incredible to anyone
but me. She has short dark brown hair, which under strong light shows red
glints, and has large eyes of an unusual and very pleasant yellow-grey, which
would be her chief beauty were they not unfortunately obscured by heavy
glasses. Her face has very good bone structure, with good cheekbones and
chin, and a pertly tailored nose, and she has nice clean-cut lips. She is quite a
handsome woman, and I think anyone could tell at a glance that she is
Scottish.
About a month ago we got a package in the mail, to be opened while
Ella was here. We took for granted it was a present for her, but we were
mistaken. It was a present for US! It’s really nice, too. It’s, a wooden beanie,
a propellor-beanie! The beanie part is wooden and the propellor is of black
plastic, connected to the beanie by a thin metal tube, and on the beanie part is
a metal plate saying;
FROM THE CRY GANG IN LONDON
TO THE CRY-GANG, SEATTLE
1961.
Nothing was done at Seacon about the Fan Award bit. If anything is ever
done about it, I hope the doers will see this dear li’l spinnerbeanie first. It’s
handsome, fannish, fits well with “modern decor”, and is not too large or too
conspicuous.
Buz and I have custody of it at present, because Cry is pubbed on our
premises so, the fellas can come here to admire it. We have it on the same
bookcase as the Hugo, and they look very smart together. So thank you, you
London Cry gang. Thanks HEAPS. Thank you Ella, Ethel, Arthur, Ted,
Jimmy, Joe – did I miss anyone? If I did, thank YOU too.
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7. Seacon
The 19th World Science Fiction Convention, was held 2-4th September 1961,
at the Hyatt House Hotel in Seattle, Washington. The convention chair was
Wally Weber. GoH was Robert A. Heinlein, who gave a speech titled “The
Future Revisited”. Toastmaster was Harlan Ellison.
Wrai Ballard:
Dear Wally, it may be too much to expect but why didn’t you do a
description of Ella Parker? All who read Cry have built up their own picture
and it would be interesting to see how it stacks up with reality. I was certain
I’d recognize her when I saw her, and I did just that before I’d travelled more
than 300 miles towards the Seacon. Got on the train in Fargo at 3am, got a
double seat to myself and was stretched out as much as you can stretch out on
a “bed” a couple feet shorter than you are. Had my head towards the aisle
because people walking down the aisle keep bumping into you and if you lay
the other way you can get your feet hurt.... Anyway we stopped at Minot,
North Dakota, and I heard this roaring grumble that became a gruff female
voice with a strong British accent saying things about the way the trains were
run, the inefficiency and stupidity of the crew and how she’d had the same
trouble on the boat from Liverpool until she threw the captain overboard. The
conductor answered rather sharply and she told him not to be impertinent,
and there was a sort of a thud. I think she just dropped her suitcase, but that’s
mostly what I wanted to think, so I didn’t look, only the conductor was nicer
when I heard him next. Sounded like an entirely different fellow and even
looked like a different one. Much younger, tall and blond instead of short and
dark. This woman certainly had an effect on him. She also gave her views on
other things, and they were such strong views I was certain it must be Ella.
Finally, a few hours later I did glance over and she did fit the description: a
wide powerful woman in her late sixties. By now I knew it was Ella, but I
was afraid to introduce myself for she may not have recognized my name,
and the way I felt, it might be even worse if she did. She had me intimidated
to the point where I didn’t try to locate any other fans on the train though
later I found Stu Hoffman was sitting in the seat in front of me, and Phillis
Economou was in another car.
Just before we got to Seattle, Ella started talking to a seat-mate and told
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how she was going to Vancouver and that she better not have to wait long to
make her connection, and I felt sort of relieved that it wasn’t our Ella. And it
wasn’t, for I met our Ella at the Seacon Hotel and found her a slip of a girl
who appeals to a man’s protective instincts. In spite of what you try to hint,
Wally, you must have felt the same, for you told me before the convention
that the duty of your room-mate was to act as your body guard, and when I
tried to protect you by keeping Ella away from you, you would hunt us up
and carry her off. It wasn’t a Wally thing to do.
You’re a fraud anyway; you didn’t even insist I protect you from Joni
Cornell.
Elinor Busby:
Well, fellas, we lived through it. We even (I know this is against the
rules) ENJOYED it. We had a ball. We made some goofs. We didn’t have the
display tables we should have somehow arranged for, and more serious, we
oversold the banquet, and more serious still, we didn’t utilize the Mosaic
Room adequately. The coffee shop was jammed the entire weekend; Saturday
night the Mosaic Room was set up as a coffee shop annex – it could have
been used as a coffee shop annex throughout the con, and we never even
thought of it until the con was all over with!
We’ve read some good con reports. Richard Eney’s, in Larry and
Noreen Shaw’s Axe, and Ruth Berman’s, in her own Neolithic, were both
very pleasant. But the best Seacon report I’ve read so far, and one of the best
con reports I’ve ever read, is Walter Breen’s “The Admirable Crycon” which
was circulated as a rider with Fanac, and which gives a lot of data on the
program, as well as conveying the flavour of the con as a social activity.
Walter Breen:
The Hyatt House is easily the most luxurious hotel I’ve ever been in
(and I’ve attended coin-fandom cons in some of the most expensive ones in
the USA); it is designed for comfort with a damn-the-expense attitude. It
spreads out horizontally to make up for having only two storeys; the ground
floor rooms that face the pool all have glass poolside doors and picture
windows, all rooms are insulated. The only deficiency, so far as I could see,
was that the coffee shop was too small (sometimes fans had to wait
inordinately long for tables) and with too limited a bill of fare together with
high prices. The architecture and decor were uncommonly fine. One could
only have wished that the liquor laws had been as sensibly and rationally
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planned as the hotel’s furnishings... try to imagine a con where on Sunday,
i.e. from midnight Sat. through midnight Sun., one can drink ONLY within
one’s room, not even between rooms; where women cannot be served liquor
(even beer) at a bar; where one cannot stand or walk while drinking or with a
drink in one’s hand – table hoppers must have a waiter carry their drinks for
them (a state law, not a hotel rule!), and this law is enforced 24 hours a day
even (supposedly) within private rooms. And all this in a state where the state
government owns outright all liquor stores in complete monopoly, fixing
prices as well as taxes.
The formal program started at noon [on Saturday], Wally Weber
introducing among others SaM who then introduced a very uneven choice of
pros and fans. He made Doc Smith stand up for applause; Doc spotted
Heinlein coming in and introduced him, and immediately afterwards SaM
(ignoring Smith) again introduced Heinlein, to the confusion and
embarrassment of many, and to Heinlein’s protest “I just stood up!” Then
Ayjay Budrys, Poul & Karen Anderson, Dr Alan Nourse, Harlan Ellison
(someone called him the Stormy Petrel, to which he cracked “I’m the
albatross”), Forry, Agberg, Barbara Silverberg (as engineer), Bill Evans (his
first worldcon), Mike Deckinger, Ben Jason, Elmer Perdue (who wore a
different illustrated necktie each day of the con, each more spectacular than
the last, and who’d welcomed me almost open-armed after learning that I was
an old friend of Jim Kepner’s), Dave & Ruth Kyle.... Afterwards Wally read
a telegram from JWCjr to the effect that he sent regrets (he didn’t mention his
daughter’s wedding) and was coming on all goshwow about Conde Nash’s
plans for Analog (the one prozine that did NOT advertise in the Seacon
Program Booklet). Wally then introduced the Crystaff, Ella Parker, and
various other fen big and little who had been passed over by SaM, including
the Whites [Ted & Sylvia] and myself.
At the Auction Bloch, Tyrannical Al Lewis put up Sam Moskowitz first:
“Say a word of wisdom, SaM.”
Uncle SaM: “Wisdom.” (The hotel shook and re-echoed.) [A reference
to SaM’s legendarily booming voice.]
Al L: “Walter Breen, stand up.... This is the kind of man who doesn’t
want an hour of SaM’s time.” (Laughter.) “Any archivists in the house?”
(Bruce Pelz slipped out of his place and slunk behind a pillar.)
Charitable ol’ Forry finally bought SaM for $4.... Then the Tyrannical
One sold Doc Smith (“wearing Karen Anderson’s wristwatch as a Lens”) for
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$7.50 to Marian Frazier of Valla Valla, and Fred Pohl for $15 to Joe Green of
Seattle, claiming that the buyer would get “a free sub to Galaxy – and at the
end he’ll personally autograph a rejection slip just for you.” (These were
typical of the off the cuff Cal Lewis bits, explaining in small part why he had
been such a popular auctioneer at the Baycon.)
Harlan Ellison came up and auctioned off A.J. Budrys (“the last example
of Pithecanthropus Erectus” – apparently a reference to TW’s “Hydra
Country” in Lighthouse 2) for $15 to a woman named Ember Hochala. Karen
Anderson went to Ben Keifer of Columbus for $5, Dr. Nourse for $6 to Sue
Sanderson of Carlisle, Pa., and Mary Gearhart of Spokane, and then Harlan
auctioned himself off for $16 to some man named Masengil from Colourful
Eugene, Oregon.
Bjo auctioned off Wally Weber for $17 to a syndicate of eight
femmefans (led by the Very Same Joni Cornell who...) and nine spectators.
Wally’s statement was “Aaaaaaaaaagh!” Harlan wanted reprint rights, and
said “This is the most surrealistic bit I’ve ever seen!” (Perhaps I should
explain to neos and nonCry readers: At the Pittcon last year, Joni tried to kiss
Wally Weber, who practically climbed up the walls to escape her; and this
insult to the Eternal Feminimum got its full revenge on the part of the
syndicate. I attended the session and will reveal the details below; they will
make Room 224 go down in faanish history right beside the fabulous [in
every sense] Room 770.) The syndicate: Ella Parker, Ruth Berman, Virginia
Schultheis, Ellie Turner, Joni Cornell, Ruth Kyle, Juanita Green, Chris
Moskowitz. Paid spectators ($1 each): Hal Lynch, J.F. Bone, Dave Kyle,
Steve Schultheis, Don Lord (not a typo), Joe Green, Steve Tolliver, Cal
Lewis and someone unidentified. Spectators had outbid Wally – $6.50 – to
keep him escaping his fate: TAWF* gained.
* The Tenth Anniversary Willis Fund – see Foreword.

[Saturday evening Ella was on the judging panel for the Costume
Party.]
At the judging (bungled by Art & Nan Rapp, Doc Smith & Ella Parker) I
personally think the judges were arbitrary and inconsistent. They were
adamant in their unwillingness to award a prize to a group, despite Pittcon
precedent.
Elinor Busby:
There’s been a certain amount of displeasure, because the judges didn’t
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award a prize for the best group. Categories for which prizes would be
awarded were announced in PR #4. If people chose to prepare costumes to fit
categories for which it was not announced that prizes would be awarded,
that’s their problem, right? As I told Ruth Berman, I’ve never heard of a
costume ball where everyone was satisfied with the judging, and I never
expect to hear of one.
At the costume ball I danced more than I have for at least nine years. I
thought that by now I must have completely forgotten how, but apparently
dancing is like swimming or bicycling, and once learned, comes back very
fast. I danced with Jim Broderick and Jack Speer, but mostly I danced with
Boyd, and mostly we danced that peculiarly delightful form of The Dance
which in the days of my tender youth (when I had opportunities to engage in
it) was known as “jitterbugging” but which now, apparently, is more
pleasingly known as “jiving”. How I did enjoy it!
After all that dancing, of course what I really needed more than anything
else was some exercise. So I went swimming, all by myself, beneath the
black-black sky, in the pale blue green water brilliantly lit from beneath. I
shall not willingly forget swimming in the black night and light bright water.
After backstroking about three or four lengths of the pool I was sternly
informed that The Pool Was Closed, but by that time I had sufficiently
enfolded the scene.
In advance I had really dug the idea of sitting at the Speaker’s Table
during the banquet [on Sunday], but as it turned out, during the meal itself I
would have had more fun elsewhere. I was sitting between Forry Ackerman
and Harlan Ellison, and both of them were working on their speeches the
entire time! Forry was working away rather calmly, but Harlan was anything
but calm. “Worry!” he told me. I was about to assure him that I had the
utmost confidence in him and was sure he would be a superb toastmaster,
when a sudden thought struck me.
“Harlan,” I asked, “would it help if I worried?”
“Yes,” he said.
So I worried very diligently for the rest of the meal, and to very good
effect. He really was a superb toastmaster.
I thought Heinlein’s speech was wonderful. It was a fairly long speech,
but my attention did not wander. It evoked a lot of emotion in me. I thought
the theme of his speech was the necessity for courage and zest. It’s always
true that every listener hears a different speech, but I think it was particularly
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true with this speech. For an objective resume of content, I recommend
Breen’s conreport.
Walter Breen:
Shortly after Wally Weber adjourned the banquet program, the syndicate
that had bought him at the Auction Bloch dragged him to Room 224, where
developed a scene straight out of Aristophanes: Ella Parker, Bjo, Joni, Sylvia,
Ruth Kyle (later replaced by Jane Jacobs), Ruth Berman, Virginia Schultheis,
Ellie Turner shortly had the dazed and protesting WWW literally climbing
the walls (he once almost knocked out a window) trying to get away from
them. The other buyers listed above didn’t make it. The spectators actually
present: Steve Schultheis, Hal Lynch (in bowler hat adorned with propeller as
usual), Tyrannical Al Lewis (timekeeper), Andy Main, Joni’s little daughter
Debbie, who didn’t understand what was going on (and felt neglected as
during the costume party and most of the con), Jean Bogert, Steve Tolliver,
Ted White, Boyd Raeburn, and yhos (on a press pass). After the first chaotic
tumbling, Bjo and Ella organized the session so that each girl in turn would
get an opportunity to kiss Wally. He in turn managed to delay but not evade
his fate by nattering, getting off some good lines and inspiring some still
better ones. Boyd Raeburn visualized a write-up of the scene as “I was a
Love Slave for the Amazon Women”; Wally’s “Artificial respiration,
anyone?” drew from Ted White “Have you ever tried the mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation technique?”
After all had kissed him thoroughly, either Bjo or Ella (I don’t recall
which) made the amendment, agreed to by the rest, that Wally would then
have to take each girl into his arms in turn, and kiss her until she declared
herself satisfied.
Joni: “And anyone who disagrees with our amendments will have to kiss
Wally, be they male or female.”
Andy Main: “How can Wally kiss himself?”
Bjo’s performance was spectacular. Sylvia was dazzling, even in a wet
bathing suit. (Steve Schultheis brought her a towel to put on Wally’s lap.)
Virginia Schultheis was aggressive, dominating and intense. And last of all,
Ella Parker, enjoying her revenge from the “SCoaW” bit, was overwhelming
– having Wally pinioned on the bed. There had been an announcement that
each kiss had to last a full minute, but some didn’t. However, several,
including Ella’s, made up for that with interest....
It was all over within a few minutes less than the full hour the syndicate
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had been entitled to. Wally looked exhausted; everyone agreed that the
Weber kissing technique had improved remarkably within the hour, and
immensely since the Pittcon. As we walked out of 224, I stage-whispered to
WWW, “Well acted, Wally!” – and the look he gave me was the precise
visual equivalent of “You bastard!”
Less than half an hour later, I saw Wally walking toward the pool,
carrying a baby, with Ellie Turner close behind rolling the carriage. There
were shrieks and shouts of “So soon?”, “Already?”, “Encore!”, “Congrats!”,
“Disclaimer!”, “Author!”, etc. Evidently Ellie had put Wally up to this. (John
Trimble provided distraction at this moment by arriving with his badge
altered to read USSR Ivan Trimblov – he explained that he was taking
Heinlein’s speech seriously.)
At 9:40pm, Wally led Ella Parker up to receive a Special WRR Award
from Blotto Otto Pfeifer. This was a red pen-and-ballpoint-and-pencil set,
inscribed ELLA PARKER / CERTIFIED / S C O A W. She read it aloud to
cheers and applause, and commented: “That REALLY makes it official!”
Otto told me that by not being here on Thursday night we’d missed the WRR
Wafflecon, at the Pfeifer home; it featured blackberry, pineapple, cherry, nut
and (especially for Ella Parker) plain.
Later...
We drifted into the room next to the coffee shop, where movies were
supposed to take place. Something was wrong with the projector and the
operators didn’t show anything that evening, but Ron Ellik and Bruce
Henstell called up Ella Parker and presented her with the Parker Pond Fund,
formerly the Fun Fund, in jars and rolls of coins – to help send her back to
England. The rest of that night was monopolized by parties, parties, parties. I
was at the Chicago Homecoming party but later pulled out (it was far too
crowded for comfortable talk) and joined Ted and Sylvia White, Elinor
Busby, Andy Main, Scotty & Fran Tapscott in Boyd Raeburn’s room; the
fangab there went on into the wee hours.
(Monday) The “Why Is A Fan?” panel began at 12:30. Earl Kemp was
moderator; panelists were Wrai Ballard (the original Musquite Kid of SAPS,
attending his first worldcon), Bill Evans (first worldcon for him too), Bob
Pavlat, Ted White, Boyd Raeburn and I, with Jack Speer arriving late (Evans
had originally been appointed to replace Speer, but the panel continued with
seven members instead of the scheduled six – and was the better for it).
During the audience-question period... Ella Parker went on about the
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Sense of Wonder popularly supposed to characterize stf fen, and theorized
that it was fostered because most of us were introduced to stfsy at very early
ages.
“How many of us have reread any of the things we enjoyed years ago –
and found them crud?”
(Scattered show of hands.) Ted and I replied that we read now for
different things from what we sought in our early readings (and not just to
pick holes either); we can enjoy the same books even for different reasons.
And even if we found the books now to be crud, this simply testifies to
Sturgeon’s Law applying in stfsy even as in mundane games or occupations.
Mike Deckinger:
Harry Warner, writing on the subject of Ella, makes interesting reading.
At the SeaCon I spent several hours trying to convince her that here in the US
we drove on the side of the road that God intended man to drive on, unlike
merrie olde England where everyone is violating the traffic laws. No wonder
Chaucer had such a difficult time getting to Canterbury. She maintained that
we Americans go on the wrong side. After that little discussion it got me so
confused that I’ve just been driving in the middle, so I don’t have to go on
either side.
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8. Cry of the Weber
IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO YOU READERS OUT THERE AND IN
HERE:
Dear reader,
We regretfully announce the untimely survival of www. Our pleas for
Ella Parker to show mercy were ignored and so the letter column editor is still
with us – and what a mess it is! Scar tissue is beginning to form from
somewhere to bind the pulsing, hamburger-like mass into a single unit again,
but occasional chunks of gore still drop into the typewriter from time to time,
clogging the mechanism and fouling the stencils. We are doing all we can to
save the situation, but after Ella was finished, there were no vital spots left in
www to destroy. Now the Cry has called and the thing is beyond our control,
a twitching heap at the typewriter keyboard, operating the machine by the
hunt and drip system. We’d apologize more, but we have to go to the
bathroom now....
Bleeeccchhhh,
the CryStaff
ETHEL LINDSAY WANTS ELLA BACK:
Courage House, 6 Langley Avenue, Surbiton, Surrey
I am on holiday and yesterday whilst browsing through a store till the
rain went off I found the very thing for Ella’s wall. A wooden plaque with the
motto – “Be reasonable! Do it my way”. Mind though – we want her back so
don’t be keeping her. We are not quite sure why we want her back; she is
probably habit-forming.
As usual Elinor writes a good column; I would say her thoughts on the
Claire-type of woman are very valid, except that in the SFCoL lately that
expression has been used as a term of absurdity, so that it no longer holds its
original meaning for us.
Betty Kujawa:
Ahhhh by the time the next Cry comes my way the Con will have been
sprung – Ella will have seen Wally – I will have had Ella here. Gosh. Still
seems all make believe and unreal... but then it seemed so unreal that Eric of
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Bentcliffe would really be here, too. Got a tape from Terry Jeeves – some talk
of him being asked to “stand” for TAFF in ’62. He is willing, he tells me... I
greet this news with cries of joy and throbbing heart (I am mad keen on
B.T.J.) And if he will run I will do me best for the lad.
Am most appreciative of the Geoff Lindsay “London Letter” giving us
that info on our Ella... though the news of her housekeeping abilities makes
me cringe more than a bit. I hope she will have tolerance for such as I. Kind
of a let-down though, that I won’t have a little olde lady staying here – you
know she has one advantage over other gals – never will some catty
femmefriend be sneering... “Oh – her! Well I know how old she is!” I
suppose for passport and official papers she did have to pick some date of
birth whatta chance for a female – wow! All of this makes me yearn even
more for the day she arrives – sounds like good company and a “real” person.
And can’t you see the clash of wills when we both try to out talk each
other??? Bet I can talk faster, though... only one, so far, in fandom I chat with
who comes close is Boyd Raeburn – and he’s a mere man.
Harry Warner Jr:
The London Letter was much appreciated, in view of Ella’s impending
descent upon Summit Avenue. However, she has warned me that she doesn’t
expect to be in a talkative mood while here, so some one is going to be quite
wrong. This is exactly the type of biographical material that made Ah! Sweet
Idiocy! such a valuable publication, and I can’t understand why more
personal data of the sort doesn’t appear in fanzines.
[Even if Ella isn’t talkative, watch out for that right hook of hers! Not
the boxer’s punch; I mean that curved, barbed metal thing she rips with. –
www]
Jim Groves:
To whom it may concern.
(I can’t really say Dear Wally until I hear just what Ella did do at the
Seacon. Anyway, if he’s still with us I wish him a speedy recovery, and if
not, then welcome to whoever is now in the chair.)
I’ve got a card here from Ella (in Canada) on which she says, and I
quote, “Wally’s a darling!” So I guess I can say Hallo – Hi Wally.
That last line on page 19 shows that its writer has not read the article
above it – Ella’s reaction to Geoff Lindsay’s letter is and was quite
predictable – luckily he recovered. I shall look forward with interest to your
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impressions of Ella.
[After they heal a little, I’ll have photographs taken and send you
pictures of my impressions of Ella. – www]
Len Moffatt:
I expect to read Geoff’s Parker Report at LASFS this coming Thursday,
to prepare localites for the Coming of Herself the following Thursday. We
can hardly wait til she gets here, needless to say. Have laid in a supply, of
bulk tea, and made sundry plans for showing her the area, etc. etc. We
promise to keep her in good health, not tire her out too much, so she’ll be in
good shape for meeting the Weber at the SEACON.
Best Wishes & Keep Smiling!
[Nice of you to concern yourself with Ella’s health so. And as for the
“keep smiling” bit, I’ll postpone that until the dentist can fit some teeth into
my now-odd-shaped mouth. – www]
Mrs. Bob Shriner:
Little did I realize when I said that Nancy Thompson would never write
another letter, she really wouldn’t. But she’s gone now, hasn’t been heard of
for two and a half months. She’s hiding under the alias of Mrs. Bob Shriner.
And she likes it that way.
Wally lad, it’s good to be back, even if no one missed me. My gafiation
was quite unintentional. Right after I got married, someone threw out all my
fanzines. There I was, no addresses, no way to let you know what had
happened to me, nothing. Fortunately, I returned home in time to rescue this
issue. So here I am again.
Ella Parker is a legend. I have always wanted to see a real live legend.
But I won’t get to. Pity.
[Ella Parker is a legend? I thought she was more like a thrashing
machine. – www]
Betty Kujawa:
Dear lover-man... fickle fickle, Wally,
Yeh – fickle. First Ella proudly displays a posed photo of you two
looking VERY congenial – now Elinor sends me a photo of you with home
brew in hand and cuddly lass named Lisa on lap – Mygawd, WWW, she was
pawing you and all you do is smile??
[I had to smile; it hurt when I laughed. – www]
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Ella Parker:
Golly! It seems simply ages since I last wrote a letter to the Cry. I
wonder if I’ve forgotten how? I can remember some of the rules: like, I have
to make it as nearly impossible as I can for WWW to cut it; I am at liberty to
insult our letter-Editor or whatever he calls himself. Apart from that I hae ma
doots.
By the way: for those of you Who’ve been wondering why WWW is
still with you. I couldn’t think of a worse fate to inflict on him than to leave
him alive – in bad shape but alive – knowing he had still to edit and publish
(get that last bit, Weber) letters from me and you lot out there. Well, can you
think of a worse fate for him?
I count myself among the privileged in that I have been in those
Hallowed Halls known as the Cryden. Wally Gonser probably at the duper;
WWW on the stapler (now you folk know who to blame for broken
fingernails. How they can keep their minds on their work with all those books
round them I’ll never know. I’m pretty sure I couldn’t.
– mainly from the letter column of Cry #153
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9. Canada, O Canada
Bill Evans
Tuesday morning, Sept 5th dawned dreary and dismal. It was raining – not
hard, but a steady fall that was cold and wet. Especially at 6:30am. And when
I had been up until four talking and getting in the last bits of convention. We
loaded the bags into the back of Bob Pavlat’s Buick – we being Martin
Moore, Bob, and me – checked out, and drove into Seattle to have a new
windshield (windscreen, Ella) installed on the car before leaving for the east.
We did have one ray of sunshine – Peggy Rae was along for the trip in. We
dropped Marty off so that he could get his check cashed and finance a trip
back; the others of us had breakfast, and lounged around until we could meet
Marty. Took a trackless trolley out to the Busbys’, where we were to pick up
Ella Parker, who was riding back with us. (Trackless trolleys are nice; they’re
fast, quiet, and fumeless. They have most of the virtues of streetcars and few
of the vices of busses. Of course, a number of cities are getting rid of them....)
The Busbys were late, which we expected, so we sat and talked for a while.
When Bob decided to take Peggy back to catch the airport bus and to pick up
his car. So, Marty and I talked for a while. Then the Busbys arrived, complete
with dogs. More gab – Wrai Ballard was along – until finally Wally Weber
showed up with Ella. They’d been to the zoo. Elinor scrounged up a lunch
snack (fresh ripe tomatoes from the garden were the item) and Ella made a
pot of tea. (You will find that tea occupies a large part of this report.)
At last, about 3pm, Bob returned with car, having missed Peggy’s bus,
and thus having driven her to the airport. So, we packed Ella’s bags in the
trunk – for a wonder they fit – said the usual goodbyes, climbed in the car,
and headed north for Canada. It took us some tine to figure out just what
streets to take, but we finally ended up on US99 travelling north, right in the
start of the rush hour traffic.
On the way to the border we showed Ella her first American train in
action, one of the Great Northern’s brightly coloured Internationals headed to
Vancouver, BC, and moving faster than we were on the divided highway. We
turned east, bypassing the built up area along 99 and taking back-country
roads through small towns. This was a much different kind of driving, and I
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believe gave Ella a better idea of American farm country. It was now just
approaching dusk, and the subdued lighting gave an air of glamour to the
country. There were no spectacular, sights, except for two of the northern
Cascades in the near distance, but the general effect was one of restfulness –
which was welcome after the past few days. Mt Baker was gleaming in the
setting sun – there was apparently some new snow at the top.
(The Cascades, in general, are more spectacular appearing than the
higher Rockies as they are separate peaks, mainly, rising out of relatively low
foothills. Mt Hood, for example, is about 9500 feet, I think, but it is very
impressive in Portland, at about 75 feet. Mt Baker is similar, as is Mt Rainier
– the western one, I should state.)
It was now getting a little late, and we were worried about the small
border stations closing before we crossed. However, we reached the border in
time. Crossing was little trouble, though we had to register the car so that we
could prove we hadn’t sold it in Canada and absconded with the duty, and
open the trunk. Until the guy saw Ella’s passport. (This was the Canadian
customs, of course.) He took it into the office after carefully reading all the
pages, consulted another official, carefully stamped it up, and finally returned
it. It took the three of us about two minutes total to cross; it took another five
minutes for Ella, British subject of Her Majesty Elizabeth II, to cross into one
of Her Majesty’s dominions.
A short ways further we came to Canada 2, the Trans-Canada Highway,
and headed east. About 25 miles later, we found a nice motel, and got two
cabins. Then it was into town to eat. We were the last in the small coffeeshop type place, where Ella created a stir by asking for tea with milk.
Apparently the British accent was rarer than the American, because several of
the staff covertly looked at this strange creature who wanted tea with milk.
After awhile, though, we became used to such glances.
Off early the next morning for the trip up the Fraser river canyon,
driving for some time before we found a place for breakfast. When the three
of us had standard travelling breakfasts – eggs and sausage and toast and
hash-browns and coffee – Ella was disturbed. This was several times a
normal breakfast; after all, some toast and jam and tea made a good morning
meal.
The Fraser canyon contained some of the wildest river country I’ve ever
driven through. It was beautiful and rugged, the cliffs towering on both sides
with the river way down below. The water looked deceptively calm, until a
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stretch of rocks showed up, indicating by the white water just how fast the
river was moving. At last the road left the canyon, and we found ourselves on
a high grass plateau, much like those in Montana. Slowly this changed to a
more wooded country, with more and more hills instead of the rolling
grasslands. Then, ahead of us we could see the beginnings of the mountains
looming – the Selkirks, lying west of the Canadian Rockies. We reached
Revelstoke at dusk, as it started to rain. After a couple of false starts, we
found the one motel the town possessed – or at least the one that looked like
it would be comfortable. Although it was after the season, he was busy; when
we got there we were sure that he was at least 2/3 full.
After cleaning up, we drove through the drizzle to the one eating place
recommended by the motel operator. The town was small and looked rather
unprosperous, the main street being about three blocks long. However, the
restaurant was surprisingly good – modern, bright, and busy, with Chinese
dishes on the menu.
That menu was extensive. I noticed one of my favorite items – rainbow
trout – which looked good. We were up in the mountains where the fish
should be good, I felt. However, this trout was listed as “imported” so I
wondered if it came from one of the commercial hatcheries in Montana? Or
maybe from Alberta? More as a matter of curiosity I asked about this before I
ordered. The reply shook me! The fish were imported – from Japan. I had
pork cutlets that night.
When we got out – about 7:30 – we went looking for a drug store to got
some odd items, and maybe some postcards and reading material. But this
was a small town. Everything except the cafe and the hotel bars was closed
tight. When we pointed out the separate entrances to the bars for “Men” and
“Ladies” to Ella as an example of being back home, she scoffed at them –
England was never like that. So, off to have a couple of drinks, finishing up
the tag ends from the Seacon, and an early bed.
The next day was a short trip – only about 200 miles – from Revelstoke
to Banff, but still Canada 2, the Trans-Canada highway. In winter the road is
closed, and you ride the train from Revelstoke to Banff with your car. When
we had reached Banff we could see why it was closed in winter. The road
goes through some magnificent country – forests and mountains and lakes
and streams – and winds around curves that are posted 15 mph and mean it. It
took us most of the day to drive it as the major portion couldn’t be driven at
more than 30. This made it easier to see the scenery, which was well worth
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looking at. This is one of the three or four most scenic areas I’ve been in –
scenic not in the sense of one major attraction, like the Grand Canyon, but
scenic for mile after mile. The mountains are there, snowcapped even in
September (or perhaps it was new snow). Even the log trucks we encountered
didn’t distract from the scenery. I want to go back.
We reached Lake Louise a little late, and found the main Lodge closed
(as we expected) and the available space about twice what we wanted to pay.
So we continued on to Banff. On the way we were sidetracked several times
by elk grazing alongside the road. In one case the bull was out of the trees,
together with a young bull and several does and their young. We stopped the
car – as did others – and were able to get out and take pictures (bad light and
all) without doing more than cause them to graze slowly away from the cars.
They paid us little attention. The bulls seemed to remain in the trees, just
visible, and to be more nervous. Still, it was quite a sight. Then there were the
wild goats that were begging handouts along the road – actually coming right
up to the cars. And finally, just before the turn into Banff, we came on a mule
deer doe and fawn, along the road, eating cookies from a stopped car. When a
couple of more cars stopped, the fawn ran off, but the doe clambered up the
bank to investigate and beg more cookies. She seemed completely used to
cars and people.
Bob and Marty were delighted, insisting on stopping for each group.
This made up for the lack of anything but bears in Yellowstone Park, but it
made it a little late when we reached Banff. The one motel we could locate
was full. We finally found two rooms with a shared bath in a resort hotel, at
the highest price we paid on the trip. However it seemed to be that or nothing.
The stores were open that night, so we shopped before and after dinner. This
time I had local trout. Very good.
The next day we took a side trip, from Banff to Jasper, along the eastern
side of the Canadian Rockies. On the way we detoured to Lake Louise to
catch the early morning light on the lake. It was as beautiful – almost – as it
had been ten years ago when I first saw it. Then, there had been no wind, and
the lake was so still it was a perfect mirror for the snow and mountain in
back. I have a picture that is very difficult to orient for that reason – the
reflection is as sharp as the mountain. This time there had been recent snow,
too, and the whole scene looked just like the travel posters said it would. Of
course it was cold – we had scraped ice from the car windows that morning –
and we didn’t stay around long.
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The road to Jasper was supposed to be improved (i.e. paved) and the
first part was nice, having been rebuilt recently. Then we hit the stretch still
being rebuilt – which seemed to last the rest of the way. It was cloudy, too, so
that picture taking wasn’t too good. In fact, most of the pictures we attempted
were of animals. There were several moose in the marshy land along some of
the lakes by the road, but they were rather car-shy, and didn’t come too close.
Then there was a boar that wandered out from the woods on one side of the
road, investigated the cars that had stopped on that side, ambled across to us,
was disappointed as we had the windows closed. He sat down and stretched,
then ambled on off the road into the woods on the other side. It seems he had
the idea if someone wants to feed me, good, but I won’t sit around. Large
size, too.
We stopped at the Columbia Ice Fields, where we climbed above the
glacier, looking down on a mass of ice and snow, with a colourful
snowmobile carrying tourists out for a closer look. It was cold, with a bitter
wind, and we didn’t stay longer than to take a quick picture. We continued on
towards Jasper for a number of miles, but decided that the weather and road
together were too bad to make the trip worth continuing. So we stopped for
gas and a snack, and turned back to Banff. We got in early enough to have
the car washed and greased, and to do some shopping. I picked up a
Hudson’s Bay blanket, 3½ point, single bed size, in the traditional white with
coloured bars. Quite a blanket, and something I’ve been wanting since I first
saw them. Also, a Scotch that had been recommended to me – Hudson’s Bay
1670 – which was 15 years old, and very good. (I got two bottles, and only
one is left as I write – and I don’t give it to just anyone, only those who will
drink it straight.) I’ve soon it in DC at a much higher price, about $13.00
compared to the $8.00 in Banff. And DC prices are usually the lowest in the
country.
Anyway, leaving the drinks for a moment, I notice I forgot one of the
railroad items that we saw on the trip from Revelstoke to Golden. The
Canadian Pacific has two spiral tunnels around there, to gain altitude in a
short space. The train enters one, curves around over itself, comes out, goes
up the valley, comes back, enters the second tunnel, and comes out again
higher. The highway crosses over one of these tunnels and the intelligent
highway department has placed a lookout there, with a diagram showing the
whole setup for the convenience of the interested motorist. We stopped there
in the late afternoon, just as the crack CP Canadian (I think it was) was going
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through. Right after this, there was a freight on the upper tunnel. Most
accommodating of the railway, to time it so nicely. A really interesting sight.
(Postcards of this were available in Banff as it is one of the features of the
area.)
The trip to Jasper really put us in the middle of mountains, with lots of
snow. They were to the right of us, to the left of us, behind us, and ahead of
us. I think they were so plentiful that we become rather blase. At least, we’d
seen so many that these were just some more. Had the weather been better,
with lots of sun, it would have been different – and there would have been
more pictures.
The next morning, Saturday, we left Banff. In a number of ways it had
been a nice stay. Ella had found a place that carried “English boiled sweets”
which she had been looking for the whole trip. They turned out to be fruit
candy similar to “Charms” but in large tins. Good, too, and we sucked them
most of the rest of the trip. Then, she had fallen for a pair of moccasins, both
as something to wear in the car and as something different for display in
London.
So, we headed east, leaving the mountains behind with surprising
rapidity. We stopped for breakfast in Calgary, where Ella bought a sweater in
a vivid, shade of red, leaving quickly before she could do more than snatch
some English tea and English cigarettes, but not before both Bob and I picked
up another bottle. Next we turned south towards the States and Glacier Park.
The drive was uninteresting, being through mostly open range and farm land.
We reached Babb early, and got a motel easily, so with some time to spare
we drove down to St Mary, on to East Glacier, then in to Two Medicine Lake
just at dusk. Some of the road was real mountain type, with close edges,
sharp curves, no signs, and a car visible off the road and over the cliff in at
least one spot. We came back to East Glacier, where we had dinner, and then
back to Babb, where I think Bob, Marty, and I started the first of several
pinochle sessions. (I had fabulous luck/skill, and won most of the games over
the following few days.) The next day began with rain. We set out over
Going-to-the-Sun highway, and ran into snow. At first it was mild, but by the
time were nearing the mountains it had become heavy, and we had visions of
being snowbound. It was so thick that vision was only about 50 feet and the
mountains sometimes showed up as faint shadows in the distance. Looking
out over the valleys was an eerie experience – the trees on the hillside below
were gradually taking on a white colour, and bending under the weight of the
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wet snow. Beyond, there was just a formless white/gray nothingness.
The snow slackened as we went over the crest and down the other side
towards West Glacier. It was still raining – and would do so until we arrived
in South Bend – but the evergreens looked almost mundane after the hidden
mysteries of the snow-veiled upper valleys. The misty rain gave them an aura
that brought back memories to me of hikes in the Oregon woods, of the smell
of the Douglas firs miles away from civilisation. The peculiar combination of
big evergreens and misty rain is one that I’ve always enjoyed, except for the
problems of cooking and sleeping. I’ve never minded hiking in such
conditions, although it has been years since I’ve had a chance. (To go west to
work/live...)
From West Glacier we started on the long drive back to the east. We
drove through the rain, skirting the park boundary, through forest areas, then
on the open range. Past the oil fields, through the small towns, on and on,
always in the rain – or so it seemed. Stops were enlivened by Ella’s problems
with tea. In Babb, she went back in the kitchen to make her own. In Havre,
we got motels with stoves. Here, Ella was able to make her own tea, with a
teapot that Marty got her, as a surprise. This was a real surprise to her, too.
The next night we splurged at dinner, with Bob ordering a “medium” TBone and Marty and I sirloins. When they brought Bob’s steak, Ella at first
thought it was for all three of us, then exclaimed that Bob couldn’t be
intending to eat all that meat. Our sirloins were somewhat of on anticlimax.
Then there was the small town lunchroom in Minnesota where Ella first was
introduced to cottage cheese. Her reaction was unfavourable – and it was
good cottage cheese! The reactions of the waitress were amusing, too. It was
after rush hour, and she had lots of time to devote to us.
Postcard to Ken Cheslin (10 Sep 61):
[Front is a map of Montana]
I’ve marked where I’m, staying tonight – in a motel. This is a wonderful
country and I know you would love it. We have come through Indian
country, and not a shot fired!! I don’t know when I’ll be back – I don’t get to
Betty’s until Sept 14th – and I’ve got a lot to do after that in NY. See you –
one day...
– Ella Parker from Havre, Montana.
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10. Log of the Honeybee
Redd Boggs
Discord didn’t win a Hugo at Seattle, and it’s a good thing, too, as I realized
a week later when Ted and Sylvia White and Andy Main trundled through
Minneapolis en route to Fond du Lac and points east. If Discord had won,
they would probably have brought the Hugo with them, along with the Hugos
for Analog (for god’s sake!) and Emsh, and one more Hugo would have been
too much. A pood or two too much. In my pocket I had a letter for Walter
Breen which I intended to ask them to carry with them if Walter was still in
New York. Fortunately, he was in Berkeley (“Temporarily,” said Ted White.
“Any man who uses the airlines for a shuttle service...” His voice broke and
he looked distraught) so I had to entrust the letter to the post office. As I
watched the overladen Weiss Rak pull away and scrape off down the street,
waddling unsteadily and followed by a stream of blue sparks from the
dragging tail-pipe, I realized that even one extra ounce would have been too
much; my letter would have been the reef of Norman’s Woe. Load another
Hugo into the trunk next to Andy Main’s taper and duper, and the car would
have sunk to the hubcaps in front of the Hyatt House hotel.
As it was, the Weiss Rak IV, though loaded to the gunnels, was
evidently enjoying calm seas and a prosperous voyage, and appears to have
pulled into New York, puffing a little but still in good shape. I wish I could
say the same for my once-redoubtable Rambler, but Ella Parker put a hex on
it.
To reduce weight to the irreducible minimum, Sylvia was wearing
abbreviated shorts on the trip home; luckily, the weather was warm and
humid when they were in Minneapolis, but I hope they weren’t overtaken by
the cold wave that was lapping at their dragging tail-pipe, else Sylvia must
have looked like she was auditioning for the female lead in the Unicorn
Productions version of “The Blue Men of Yrano” by the time they reached
Fond du Lac. The Weiss Rak was hardly out of sight, slopping stray
crudzines at every jounce, when the weather turned around. Two evenings
later, I stared out of my window into a scene from Sherlock Holmes: chilly,
drizzling, and – as I like to describe it – foggy withal. (I’m not quite sure
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what that means; I got it out of Dickens; but it certainly is a wonderful thing.)
I dispossessed a colony of spiders that had taken refuge in my teapot
sometime since last April, and decided to settle down for the evening,
guzzling hot tea, nibbling Zwieback toast, and reading “A Lodging for the
Night”, “The Sire de Maletroit’s Door”, “The Pavilion on the Links” – I’m on
a Stevenson kick – and such stories full of the sharp, chill, tempestuous
weather that Stevenson evokes so perfectly. Just then the phone rang....
It’s more fun to go out and feel the cold rain splatting in your face than
just to read about it, I told myself bravely, stepping back into my shoes and
fumbling in the closet for my raincoat and jacket. Sure it is, I added
confidently, as I dashed out into the cold rain and mist to crank up the
Honeybee. Defrosters wheezing and windshield wipers flicking, I headed the
car for exotic old St Paul. The phone call that had lured me forth on such a
night as this came from the Lakes and Pines motel on the eastern edge of that
city, a mean distance from here. St Paul is a suburb I’m not too familiar with;
the last time I was in St Paul was in 1948 on the way home from the Torcon,
and here I was splashing down dark thoroughfares and squinting desperately
at street signs and such landmarks as loomed out of the rain.
Gradually I became aware that the streets were darker than they should
have been, despite the rain and fog. My headlights were dimming. They
poured out a sickly yellow beam about as strong as the glow of a luminous
watch-dial. My turn-signals stopped working, and my dashboard light was so
weak that I had to light a match to be sure that the gas gauge was showing
“empty.” With some trepidation I wheeled into the nearest gas station and
filled the tank. But as I feared, when I tried to leave the place, the starter only
groaned weakly. The station attendant found a flashlight and a screwdriver
and raised the hood with the brisk professionalism of a mechanic, but after
squinting and prodding around for a half hour, he confessed, “I don’t know
anything about such things.” We looked at each other through the thinly
falling rain. “Where’s the nearest garage?” I asked. He considered awhile and
then shrugged. “Well, there’s a Skelly station a couple of blocks north,” he
said, “but the mechanic goes home about 8.” “Lucky boy,” I said.
After staring at each other a while longer, he kindly offered to give me a
push, though he was alone at the station and didn’t want to leave. He
maneuvered his car into position and gave me one sharp butt that moved me
off the apron and safely out of his way but not enough of a shove to start the
engine. I drifted slowly out into the street, a lightless and motorless car in the
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middle of traffic. Luckily the street sloped a little just beyond the gas station,
and after a few anxious moments I picked up speed and was able to start the
car again. My headlights were still dim and my turn-signals were inoperative;
I kept an eye out for cops. I was still a good distance from the Lakes and
Pines motel, and I decided I’d better phone. At one intersection I spotted a
phone booth down a side street and turned in that direction. As I drew to the
curb beside the booth, I discovered that the engine wouldn’t even idle
properly. When I stepped out of the car the engine went into Cheyne Stokes
breathing and died on me. I debated whether to call the motel or a tow truck.
I finally phoned the motel.
I talked with Bob Pavlat. I talked with Ella Parker. Bob thought I ought
to try to make it, despite everything, and Ella was certain of it. Charles De
Vet, St Paul’s leading science fiction author, was visiting them at the motel,
she said, and he would gladly head a rescue party if I would stay where I was
for ten or fifteen minutes.
And that is how I first met Ella Parker – and Charles De Vet, too, for, as
I explained, I visit St Paul almost as infrequently as London – on the corner
of Pleasant Avenue and Chestnut in St Paul on a dark and rainy September
night. “It’s the most unlikely place in the world to meet Ella Parker,” I said to
her as I crawled into Charles’s car and discovered her in the back seat. “It
certainly is a wonderful thing,” she said. I renewed acquaintance with Bob
Pavlat as we drove back to the motel; I hadn’t seen Bob since the Cinvention,
“back in our younger days,” as Bob expressed it.
Ella remarked casually that she personally had put a hex on my car. I
shook my head. “No, hexes don’t work on machines outside of ‘Waldo’, and
besides, no hex is strong enough to disable my sturdy little Nash Rambler.”
“It certainly is a vulnerable thing,” said Ella.
Bill Evans and a Chicago fan named Martin Moore were waiting for us
at the motel, avid tendrils looking. I took a FAPA roster from my pocket and
carefully checked off Bill’s name; he is the fifteenth member (counting joint
memberships) I’ve met. The Chifan expressed enthusiasm about some sort of
a fan gathering to be held in Chicago next Labor Day, as I understood it.
Various fans will be present, perhaps including Lee Hoffman, Claude Degler,
and Jack Darrow; also a specially invited fan and his wife from Belfast –
Belfast, New York, I presume, although he didn’t say. It’s barely possible he
meant Belfast, Prince Edward Island, Canada (pop. 145) – and wouldn’t that
be a wonderful thing? I am not too sure about some of these facts, but I’m
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sure that to become a member of this gathering one needs only to send $2 to
George Price, treasurer, 20th World SF Convention, Chicago 80, Illinois.
Ella surprised me when I saw her in the light for the first time. Sylvia
had conditioned me to suppose all girl-fans dress in abbreviated shorts and
wear their blond hair down their back. Ella neither had Rapunzel hair nor
shorts. She was dressed in lumberjack sweater, checkered slacks, and Indian
moccasins – all bought in Canada, a country she had more trouble getting in
or out of than anybody since Ben Singer – but I could tell she was a fanne by
the way she chattered. I found myself sitting on the bed next to her with a
whisky highball in one hand and a big stack of fan photos in the other,
listening to tales of British fandom that curled my nerve-ends. She exhibited
pix of all the great and near-great of Britain, and a few pix of American fans
besides – I tell you it was a shock to see the evil, lecherous faces of Burbee
and Bloch staring up at me after the parade of sweet innocent faces of
Anglofen: ATom, Ashworth, Bentcliffe, Patrizio, Lindsay, Locke, Miller....
Around me I heard Pavlat, Moore, De Vet, and Evans talking about the
Dean drive, Campbell, Kuttner, Heinlein, Van Vogt, but each time I cocked a
tendril at that conversation, Ella would say something like, “It’s still DNQ, of
course, but Ian McAulay...” or “Did you hear what happened when Ron
Bennett...” and I listened to her like a three years’ child. You could put
Brigitte Bardot at one end of the room and Ella at the other, and inside of
twenty minutes, GMT, everybody would be clustered around Ella. It was the
heaviest gale of fan-talk I’ve encountered since Nan Gerding fed me
scrambled eggs for breakfast, started talking while I had my mouth full, and
didn’t stop talking till I finished lunch. Ella turned out to be a very witty
observer of the American scene, and if she carves half of her observations
into stencil-wax her Stateside journal ought to live up to the Willis-Berry
standards of the null-TAFF report.
After two or three hours of this, Charles rose and suggested that if the
Pavlat crew figured on driving to Fond du Lac next morning they’d better get
some sleep. I croggled at my watch, which said 1am, and remarked that I was
still hoping for a chance to converse a little with the rest of the bunch, just as
soon as Parker finished telling me the truth about Alan Dodd. “Well, Redd,”
said Pavlat, “we can resume this conversation next Labor Day. Ella won’t be
there.”
As Charles and I left, I had a glimpse of Ella looking mysterious; she
may be planning to return, disguised as Ethel Lindsay. Charles drove me
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back to Pleasant Avenue and gave me a push. I drove home without incident,
but the Honeybee is still feeling poorly. Dehex it, Ella!
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11. Back Again
Bill Evans
Tuesday we arrived in Saint Paul. After quite a search, in the rain, we found a
motel – more expensive than the western ones, too. (I wonder, how many are
there in the St. Paul-Minneapolis area.) After dinner, we called Charles De
Vet, writer and old time fan, and Redd Boggs. Both agreed to come over.
Charles arrived in good time, bearing bottle like a good man, but time passed
with no Redd. Finally we got a plaintive phone call. Redd was stranded down
town, with a rained-out generator (yes, it was still raining). So Ella, Bob, and
Charles (who knew the town) went on a rescue expedition, returning finally
with a rather wet Redd Boggs. This was one fan I’d wanted to meet and was
glad to catch now, as he had been avoiding conventions, etc, where I had
been. Ella was even more interested, though, and left me little chance. I
yielded gracefully, reflecting that I could have a chance next your at Chicago.
So, while Ella and Redd chittered, Bob, Marty, Charles, and I discussed many
things, fannish and otherwise. A most enjoyable evening, and 1am came
much too soon. As did 6:30am on a dreary rainy morning.
To make matters worse, the cafe in the motel – and the only one for
some distance around so far as we could tell – had run out of tea. No worse
thing could have happened. But, fortunately, Ella had stowed one of her
packages of tea in an easily obtained bag (not in her suitcase, which took the
efforts of two strong and heavy men to close when she had last opened it) and
she supplied the tea for breakfast. This so flustered the waitress that she
didn’t have to pay for her toast.
Later, slogging onward through the rain, we finally reached Fond du Luc
and the Grennells’ establishment. Dean was out, but Joan made us welcome.
Bob and I took the car to a garage for a grease job, getting nicely wet while
shopping instead of waiting at the garage.
That evening at the Grennells’ was something to remember. Dean in
person is even better and more interesting than on paper, and his basement....
It was hard to break away the next morning, even though we slept late. Of
course, we had been up late, too. (And watch that Grennell with his camera –
he’s sneaky....) But finally we said goodbyes, leaving some very nice people,
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and headed for Chicago. Here we had a hamburger lunch – introducing Ella
to the glorified hamburger shop, I believe – and then deposited Marty at his
apartment.
Instead of dropping back to the throughway. Bob and I decided to show
Ella the Chicago skyline, so took the Lake Shore Drive, and then swung over
to Michigan Avenue. Traffic was a little heavy, but we made good time to the
throughway, showing Ella both the smart shops and the rundown areas of part
of the Black Belt. We made the run to South Bend easily, and after a little
trouble finding tho correct area, finally arrived at the Kujawas’, where Ella
was to be dropped for a week of chitchat. It was my first meeting with the
Kujawas, and I found them very interesting, very easy to get to know. As is
usual with fan gatherings, we were up late, talking, listening to tape
recordings including Laney and Boggs. It was about 2am when Bob and I
decided we had better stop talking and get some sleep.
We left – Bob and I alone, now – reasonably early next morning, before
the rest of the household was up. Betty was trusting enough to turn her
kitchen over to us for coffee and snacks. We managed to find our way back
to the Indiana turnpike, after getting lost once in South Bend, and rolled on
towards Washington. Nothing of note happened on the trip in. We passed
through Hagerstown, but were too tired to look Harry up, although we did
stop for dinner on the eastern outskirts – pretty good, too. It was Wasfa
meeting night, but we’d decided it was too much to go there and then home
to unpack, so we drove right on to Mt Rainier, where Bob unloaded me and
my stuff. I dumped this in the apartment, and the trip was over.
I had a wonderful vacation – who wouldn’t? I’ve tried to give some of
the highspots above, in an effort to pass on some of the enjoyment I had. The
trip was certainly a lot of fun and the convention was one big party.
It has been twenty years since I first hoped to make a convention – I
almost made the Denvention in 1941, but had to work so that I could finish
college that year. Since the war I’ve managed to avoid them carefully,
although in some cases it took real planning. I visited Portland in July when
the Norwescon was due in Sept; went through San Francisco a month before
the con there, missed the one in LA by a week (I was riding the D&RGW
Silverton line that weekend), was on the west coast for the New York and
Chicago and Pittsburgh and Philadelphia cons, etc. It took planning, of
course, but I was successful. Until this year. This time I I skipped the ACS
meeting in Chicago (which would have been on per diem) and took the
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plunge.
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12. South Bend Sojourn
Betty Kujawa
I’m beginning to feel we’re the lost fans of the Midwest U.S. It
seems, from the straggle of con-reports trailing in, that we wore
almost the only fans in the area not to make it to Seattle. And I
keep discovering area fan parties just after they’ve been thrown.
(Of course it most often ends up when we’re invited that we have to
say gee we’d like to but we’re broke and/or the rear end just fell off
the car.... but sometimes we’re all ready to party). And sniffle... not
even a collect call from Ella.... most unhappy that a Britifan came
all this way and was only sixty or seventy miles away and I didn’t
even say “hello”. I gave quite a bit of thought to calling her at
Betty’s, but I have some sort of traumatic fear of calling other
people; maybe I was taught that every time I call someone, it
should be an emergency because I’m probably interrupting them
from some very important activity. At that, I imagine Ella had her
nights and evenings quite well-filled with fan activities without
annoyances from me... and believe me, struggling with our
telephone operators is an annoyance from both ends of the
conversation.
– Buck Coulson, Yandro #104
What can I say about having a little Ella Parker in our house?? ’Cept I wish
she could have stayed seven months instead of seven days
Geeeee the things Ella brought me!! Like how did she have any room
left for her own things in her luggage?? That group of dolls all in traditional
London costume – how I treasure those – specially the “pearly” king and
queen. The tiny red double-decker bus... the coronation coach... gosh. And
that extra special gift just for Gene – the original, in color yet, Atom illo of
bem skeet shooter. Atom, we loves yah – and all the shooters here are
properly croggled by it... merci.
I was so ruddy blue and sad and let-down the morning Gene flew her off
to the Fords.
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Gene loved her too, but don’t tell HER that. Got her up in the plane and
made her fly it – you know Ella, didn’t turn a hair. Asked her to please step
out on the wing for a better view and Ella wouldn’t. She now has a new title,
thanks to Gene:
“Ella Parker, the most difficult woman I’ve ever met!”
Ella Parker, SCoaW, MDW.
Elinor didn’t mention, when describing Ella, about those shapely legs of
hers. Gene spotted that as soon as she took her pants off (took off her slacks
and put on a dress and high-heels, that is). Then there was the day we phoned
Les Nirenberg at the Candy Store – and he was so shook up he went and told
us a dirty joke (blush).
I had the opportunity to talk to our own SCoaW a couple of weeks
ago. Betty Kujawa called long distance. As usual, when such
fateful or whatever, things happen, I was out. My brother was in the
store and the next day I called back. I was surprised to hear Ella’s
voice. She sounds like a Lady Bookie, like the British kind I mean.
Or one of those guys who sells stuff on the open air market in
London. Only she sounded like a lady who sells stuff, etc. Anyway
– boy did she Project! Someone told me once that she was a bus
conductor or something. Great! Missing Ella is one of the reasons I
eat my heart out for not having gone to the con.
– Les Nirenberg
Ella Parker says I remind her a lot of [Alan] Rispin. While the
aforementioned Londoner (with a Scots accent?) was buzzing
around this side of the Pond, she had time to call me from the
Kujawas. While merrily gossiping away, she made the above
statement.
“What? Me, A Beatnik?” I queried, analogued.*
And all because of a few minor idiosyncrasies. For instance,
I’ve grown a luxurious two tone rat’s nest of a fringe beard. A
tangly beast. Children run screaming down the street to their
nanny’s and dogs growl and snap at me. But the men, aside from
snickers about Beats, ask me how long it took to grow it, with
longing in their voices. As soon as everyone else on the block has
grown a beard, I’ll shave mine off.
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– Dick Schultz, Envoy #2
* That is, he was astounded; but Astounding’s 1960 change of name to Analog was
still a fresh memory.

Ella should never be given vodka gimlets by the by. And the night we
had the Kemps, O’Meara, Marty Moore, Hickman, and Vic Ryan here. Ella
beat and hit and slugged poor “little” Victor in fine Parker fashion, warning
that if he DARED lift a hand she’d knock his head off. She bullied Earl and
Nancy and Lynn into sipping cups of tea that evening. That made for quite a
picture!
And she smugly shows me a naughty photograph of herself clasped in
the brawny arms of Wrai Ballard in a slurpy kiss... so okay, I told her to give
him a kiss for me – but, really! And she kept saying:
“Yah yah, I’ve met Redd Boggs!! And I’m gonna meet Harry Warner!!
Yah.”
I shall go to London and reciprocate – hear that, Atom, Joe, Ted, and all
you guys???
I am plugging for Ethel Lindsay for TAFF (and believe you me tis a
hard thing to have two such fine candidates to choose from; Eddie Jones will
be equally welcome in my home if he should win; a superb artist is Eddie and
a fine guy from what they tell me) – but Ethel was the very first femme fan
across the Pond that I knew and a good and loyal friend she has been ever
since – with a strong sense of responsibility and loyalty... in other words a
real Scot. When Ella was here she was piteously dismayed to find we not
only didn’t have egg cups (barbarians, was the way I think she put it) but also
I didn’t have even one album of Scottish bagpipe music. Oh heresy for a
daughter of a Kennedy and the grand daughter of a MacDonald and the greatgrand-daughter of a Campbell. So best I remedy this treason before next
Labor Day.
Letter to Redd Boggs:
I told Ella that either you were in such a fright to learn that she had
arrived that you willed your car to break down, or that you were so anxious
to get to her that the car fell apart. I note that due to the breakdown you ended
up in the back seat with her, kiddo. Speaking of Ella, it was really a fine great
moment for both Gene and myself to have her here. Never had a more
congenial friend visiting me – nor one I missed more when she left. Like,
Redd, it was so quiet afterwards.
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13. The Year the World Series
Lasted Until December
Harry Warner Jr
We spoke to Ella Parker at Don Ford’s, when Don phoned with the
TAFF results. Ella hits Hagerstown next, then Washington, and
finally New York. Meanwhile, the Moffatts have received a letter
from Ella’s brother Fred thanking all of American fandom for
being so nice to Ella. You’re entirely welcome, Fred; the pleasure
truly has been (and continues to be) all ours!
– Axe #13 (1 October 1961)
I really did have a moderately fannish fall in the sense of face-to-face
encounters. It started with Ella Parker’s visit to Hagerstown. This was
supposed to cover one day, but it got elongated into two of the things and
even a respectable start on a third for one reason or another. By the time this
FAPA mailing goes out, Ella will have been described in the fannish prints
too often to justify my repetition. However, I don’t imagine that some of the
incidents in Hagerstown were repeated elsewhere, so they should be new.
There was the question of lodgings. The neighbours are less broadminded
than I am about strange women who spend the night in a bachelor’s house, so
I promised Ella that I would find suitable sleeping accommodations in some
proper place for her. Then I did nothing whatsoever in this regard before her
visit, knowing that Hagerstown is not a tourist mecca and there would be no
lack of choice among hostelries. Ella informed me that she preferred a motel,
so on the morning of the day of arrival, I telephoned several of the things to
get some idea about rates and conveniences. The proprietors laughed at me.
I’d forgotten that the horse race season was in full sway in Hagerstown, and
weeks ago, motels had been swamped with reservations from horse owners,
jockeys, touts, and other sportsmen. Ella finally ended up in a motel five
miles from town which looked pretty good from the outside. She discovered
too late that there were no telephones in the cabins and no attendant was on
duty after sundown. Naturally, Ella was resourceful. She found the old folks’
home down the road a short distance was accommodating about the use of the
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telephone at odd hours.
Ella had several traumatic experiences. The most serious occurred when
she accompanied a local historian and me to a small West Virginia town for
my newspaper job purposes. Ella prides herself on her talking ability, and
five minutes after she’d met Mr. Hicks, the historian, she knew that she faced
a challenge. They loosened tremendous volleys of talk at one another all the
way down. I was driving and almost steered into the Potomac River when I
suddenly realized that Mr. Hicks was outtalking Ella. For the next half hour
she interrupted him courageously, time after time, only to yield to superior
masculine strength of tongue. I hunched uncomfortably over the wheel on the
way back, embarrassed at the monosyllables that Ella was dispiritedly
uttering every once in a long while. Mr. Hicks admitted as we parted that he
had had a good opponent while her strength was fresh, and he didn’t gloat as
much as some men would after such a complete victory.
I had warned Ella that not even for her would I miss the opening game
of the World Series. But on that fourth day of October, the gallanter elements
in Washington fandom grew deeply concerned over what might be happening
in Hagerstown, from which Ella had been supposed to emerge District of
Columbiawards many hours before. They never made it quite clear whether
they were concerned about Ella or about me. Scant minutes before Whitey
Ford’s first pitch whizzed through Yankee Stadium, Bill Evans and George
Scithers arrived with the same look in their eye that appears when fans go
travelling to rescue a FAPA mailing from a dilatory official editor. This was
my first meeting with Bill and my first opportunity to determine if George is
really a separate person from George Heap; I’d suspected for some time that
Scithers-Heap was the first stereo fan. I turned on the tape recorder and radio
in my bedroom and missed a complete world series game for the first time in
a decade, prolonging the summit meeting as long as possible. I planned to
listen to the taped game early the next morning, but other things intervened,
and as it turned out, I didn’t get to hear the first game of the 1961 world
series until December 5.
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14. Ella Is No Heroine
Harry Warner, Jr.
Ella Parker is not the heroine of this article. That should be understood from
the start. The real subject’s identity will not be clear at first, because I must
begin by talking about Ella.
With two minor exceptions, everyone in fandom met Ella Parker or was
visited by Ella Parker or underwent both experiences simultaneously last fall.
I have told briefly in FAPA about her visit to Hagerstown, but it is necessary
to go into additional detail for the purposes of this article.
My belief that fans should wear some inconspicuous although unique
identification symbol was strengthened by what happened during the first
moments of Ella’s presence in Hagerstown. I had a complete set of
instructions from her on how to go about meeting her at the bus terminal, and
it did not occur to either of us that there would be difficulty in recognizing
one another. I had seen a snapshot of Ella and she knew that. I am thin. I
reached the bus terminal on time, parked opposite the funeral home across the
street, knowing that I would be in the midst of a slow trip to a graveyard if I
stayed there until late that afternoon, entered the terminal, and saw Ella
descending the stairs that lead to the ladies’ room. I went dashing as far as I
dared after her, but she kept going, a little faster. I retreated to the top of the
stairs and waited ten minutes. Ella appeared, got halfway up the steps, saw
my beaming face and outstretched hand, and turned back as quickly as if she
had suddenly remembered after all this time her original purpose in this side
excursion. This time I had a longer wait. It stretched out so interminably that
I began to wonder if the feminine accommodations in this building might
possess a back door and another means of returning to the world in general. I
poked around the terminal, trying to find such an auxiliary exit, suddenly
fearing that Ella might have been taken ill down there. I knew that terminal
illnesses are the worst kind. I was on the other side of the large room when
Ella suddenly squirted out of the stairway, through the waiting room and out
the door as violently as if she’d been a gob of toothpaste in a tube on which
Bill Donaho had just sat suddenly. She was inside that funeral parlour across
the street before my decaying reflexes had taken me three steps in her
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direction. At this very moment, I heard, faint as the horns of Elfland faintly
blowing, a voice from the other direction, saying in decisive tones:
“Four twenty-three Summit Avenue, driver.”
The taxicab man had just finished burying his vehicle with a mountain
of luggage and was pushing into the last fragment of space a woman who
looked even more like the snapshot than the one I’d been pursuing. I threw
myself in front of the cab and got it stopped that way. Ella had been waiting
on the loading platform for me. Why hadn’t she seen me? She took one good
look and said:
“You must have been turned sideways.”
While on the subject of Ella, before I get to the real purpose of this
article, I want to confess to an interior nervousness that had been causing me
to twitch frequently during the days before her arrival. I am not a Night
People like most fans. I work until midnight and usually get to bed not much
later than 2am. Such bourgeois hours are embarrassing for anyone in fandom.
My fears revolved around the danger that Ella would get a bad impression of
me. I was certain that I would show signs of drowsiness long before the time
when fans normally start to think about ending their conversation for the
night. I had tried to get a good night’s sleep the preceding morning, to be
fresh and rested, in order to prevent this shameful admissions of my old
fogey way of life from becoming evident too soon. It was mid-afternoon
when Ella arrived in town, and all during our first hour together I took
frequent stock of my vitality and wakefulness. It felt as if I could continue
chattering until a little after the next dawn, which I felt wouldn’t be too bad a
showing, and I thought that since Ella had had a long bus ride, she probably
would want to get some sleep before the next meridian in any event.
You can imagine how I felt at 6pm when Ella yawned in the most
delightfully foreign way and asked if I’d mind if she went to the motel and
got some sleep. Like the autobiography that flashes through the mind of the
drowning man, I visualized in that instant of disillusionment every article I’d
ever read about the invariable failure of fans to need sleep before the sun has
gotten a substantial distance above the eastern horizon. I might add hastily, to
avoid a libel suit, that Ella telephoned me around midnight of that same night,
reporting that her night’s sleep had done her a world of good and would I
please come and pick her up and give her a better look at 423 Summit
Avenue? Five hours later, I suppressed in unskillful fashion an incipient
yawn. Ella immediately expressed regret that some fans can’t take late hours
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like others, and I took her back to the motel, returning home for my night’s
sleep which I began by falling into my breakfast coffee cup.
A great deal of nasty misinformation has been written about Ella’s
baleful influence on mechanical contrivances. Before I reach the major
purpose of this article, I want to emphasize that my automobile did not break
down or fail to function at any time during her stay in Hagerstown. It was
hours after she left when the radiator suffered a crack that took two strong
men three days to repair. The engine temperature gauge stuck at 212 degrees
and hasn’t budged since, the carburetor was pronounced by mechanics to be
senile, dry rot attacked the rubber hose that prevents the cooling system from
getting thirsty, large quantities of blue smoke began to surround the auto
whenever it went into motion, and I found myself making a left turn every
time I pressed the brake pedal. Similarly, the tape recorder functioned
beautifully during her stay in Hagerstown, and the repair shop tells me that
they think they’ll be able to get repair parts by summer for the breakdown
that occurred the next day.
Ella had with her a tape which impressed me mightily. She had received
it in Seattle, from the London crowd. It was apparently unrehearsed, and the
most fiendish piece of impromptu deviltry that I’ve ever heard on tape. It
began with cheerful chatter about what had happened since Ella left, then
someone started on a topic from which he was immediately diverted by the
others in shocked manner, and a moment later Ron Bennett, I think, let slip a
statement about the disappearance of Ella’s favourite ATom illustration. To
explain this, the crowd tried to minimize the damage that Ella’s bete noir
among British fans had done on the night of the big party, then it was
necessary to explain about this party just in case someone should send her an
exaggerated narrative about the accident to the Gestetner. This went on in
growing climax for about 600 feet before it ended in a complete orgy in what
was supposedly left of the Penitentiary. Ella laughed like mad at it, too, but I
keep wondering if this wasn’t the real reason back of her failure to return
home as soon as she’d originally planned.
I’m sure that there is a motel operator five miles from Hagerstown who
is still puzzled. I had great difficulty, that first evening, making him
understand that Miss Parker was staying in the room which I had reserved for
her and that I was not planning to be in the same room. Such unorthodox
masculine behaviour had apparently not been experienced before at this
motel. I made things even more difficult by insisting on leaving my own
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name and address at the desk, so I could be notified in case there should be
some kind of accident or illness involving Ella. Without using those precise
words, the clerk tried desperately to explain to me that the phony name and
address that I had given him would be useless if he wanted to notify me.
Finally he decided to humour me when I kept insisting that, just this once, a
man was giving his true name and address at a motel and wasn’t staying
there. He shook his head doubtfully, and asked for Ella’s full address. I asked
if he intended to write to Scotland Yard about such crazy goings on and he
shook his head.
“No,” he said, “I thought we might put her on our mailing list for
Christmas cards.”
For all I know, he probably did. He wouldn’t believe me when I insisted
that there would be room for Ella inside her motel quarters after all the
baggage was stowed inside.
Ella’s visit did me a lot of good. It gave me practice in the use of the
spoken tongue, which long isolation from fans has caused to grow a trifle
rusty. I also received numerous insights into the life, culture and habits of
fans on both sides of the Atlantic. No hunter who had brought down a six-ton
hippopotamus with a Derringer could have been prouder than Ella was over
her success in meeting Redd Boggs. Nobody is more confident in her ability
to cope with difficult situations than Ella, but I think that even she had
entertained private doubts about her chances of conquering the hermit
population of two states, Minnesota and Maryland, on the same trip. I noticed
a faraway look in her eyes every time I mentioned the name Bill Danner, and
I’m quite sure that Kennerdell would have lost its freedom from fannish
visitors if Ella had been able to locate a dependable compass to get her started
in the right direction.
I wrote a letter to Ella, as soon as she left Hagerstown, telling her how
much I had enjoyed her visit and hoping that she could come back again
some time. This letter was timed to arrive in London at just about the moment
of her return home. An anticlimax resulted when Ella `showed up at the
Philcon two months later and had to admit that she hadn’t read my letter yet
because she hadn’t gotten around to getting home to read it. I suggested that
she should come back in 1962, to make possible a renewal of the delight that
she had brought to fans all across the continent.
Ella won’t be able to make it, which brings me to the subject of this
article. I would like to write twelve months from now another article, telling
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how much pleasure lots of fans, including me got from meeting a visitor from
England, a woman who has a fantastic ability to make friends quickly, a fine
conversationalist who has worked her heart out to make fandom a good place
to be as publisher, writer, correspondent, and local club member; a fan who
might never visit this country under any other circumstances, one who can be
depended upon to produce gladsome echoes of the delights that she will
perpetrate in person when she later writes an account of her trip; a woman
who doesn’t cause automobiles to break down....
As I was about to say; Ella Parker isn’t the heroine of this article. Ethel
Lindsay is the real subject, because my message is:
ETHEL LINDSAY FOR TAFF.
Postscript:
I am happy to know that Seattle fandom survived the convention. When
I was young, it was really quite pitiful, the way each convention decimated
fandom in that city. Ella Parker and I were trying to figure out why the
situation changed after World War Two... and couldn’t. Unless there has been
a tendency for the fandom within a convention city to be larger numerically,
so that complete exhaustion on the part of certain individuals isn’t as
noticeable.
Incidentally, Ella didn’t have room in her bags when she left for
Washington for several almost fresh bones that are apparently human. I
imagine that they belong to Wally, and I’ll be glad to send them back if he
really thinks that he will need them again.
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15. Letters from New York
Larry and Noreen Shaw:
Ella Parker has been in New York about a week, staying with the
Sandersons. We look forward to meeting her tomorrow – at last.
– Axe #14 (15 October 1961)
Avram Davidson:
Ah, you would have been pleased, you would have quelled, you would
have shept nachas, had you been at my apartment larst Wedn. night, what
time Ella Parker, second cupper poised lipwards, espied a certain publication
esconced, jewel-like, in a little ebony cabinetto we keep for sconsing
purposes, and uttered the following shriek (or scream) of joy, videlicet & to
whit: “Cry is out!” What matter the tea got cold, that pun followed ripe pun
like heavy fruits in harvest time from the lips of Randall Garrett unheeded,
that Belle Dietz’s tiny foot – she was chauffeuring... er... chauffeusing? –
tapped in vain: Ella was immersed in Cry.
Had you been present after she was finally torn away by mainforce,
bleating, “But I’ve not finished yet!”, you would have seen the curious
spectacle of massively-built (some say “stout”, but what odds?) and
magnificently-bearded man, average in stature, fling himself upon the
reluctantly-abandoned copy of Cry, and turn feverishly to The Interloper, by
Jno. Berry, Part One. Gad, what a concept. What suspense! What
versimilitude! Little did I think, when seeing and hearing Jno. Berry in the
fleish (tho whether Part One or Part Two of him, I can’t say), that he could
turn out anything like this: which it makes possible one should say, “Fan
fiction” with neither sneer nor leer. I look forrard to Jno. Berry Part Two with
feverish eagerish.
Larry and Noreen Shaw:
Ella Parker visited and completely lived up to her advance notices. And
Boyd Raeburn was in town. Michael Evan Shaw loved Ella, too; she now has
a standing offer of a job as nanny here.
– Axe #15 (29 October 1961)
Ella Parker:
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Some time last week I was over at Staten Island to the Shaws and, what
do you know, there was an issue of Cry just out: #154 it was. This makes the
second you’ve issued since the Con and me not home yet. Don’t you think
you should slow down and give me a chance to catch up? In spite of what
Avram (isn’t he a darling?) says, I only managed to get a quick glance
through to see what items there were in #153 the night I went to his place for
a “cuppa”. This time I read at least page 3 plus the letters in #154 to keep in
touch with what is being talked about. I haven’t had time to do justice to a
Cry since I saw you but, just wait until I get home. The reason you lost touch
with me, by the way, apart from my not writing, was, that I went to Potsdam
on schedule and, by rights, should have headed home by now, but some clot
who wishes to remain anonymous sent me the necessary to enable me to stay
on for the Philcon. In the face of a gesture like that, what could I do? That’s
right, I stayed on. That was a real bonus on this trip I can tell you. I got to
meet Tom Purdom. I can’t even recall if you’ve met him???? He surprised me
by being as much fun to be with as any I’ve met. I shouldn’t have been
caught like that because he is after all, a Cryer, and they all have a streak of
the zany in them. I had a ball!
Doesn’t Avram write the most marvellous letters? Well, really! It’s bad
enough having those whom I didn’t meet being rude about me. “Lady
Bookie” indeed, LesNi! But to have Avram come right out like that makes
me wonder how on earth he put up with me hollering in his ear’ole for hours
at a time. I don’t know how he managed to penetrate my disguise; I left my
feathered head-dress at home, too. I don’t know what he has done to deserve
it but, hasn’t fate smiled on our Avram lately? He finds (and enjoys) fandom,
he lands a job which is after his own heart on F&SF, and now, this month, he
is getting married. Congratulations to you, Avram. What a year this has been
for you.
Steve Stiles:
I see that everyone is talking about Ella Parker – blah, blah, blah!--all
about her. How conformist can you get? I mean like, it gets to be a real drag
after a while.
By the bye, I met Ella Parker. I actually left Manhattan to do so, too – it
was a fantastic experience getting lost in the Bronx. (Or was it Brooklyn?)
When I staggered into the Fanoclast meeting, my ordeal must have addled my
brains, for I introduced myself as:
“I’m the one who started the bit about your age”. It was then, when she
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said “Yes; you did, didn’t you?”, and hinted that she’d settle accounts, that I
realized my horrible error. Futilely I tried to stay out of arm’s reach, but to no
avail; she was like an avenging angel, closing in, closing in – and then, in an
unguarded moment: POW!
But, kidding aside, I found Ella to be a very engaging person, and also
very likeable. I shall have to subscribe to her fanzine – the supreme
compliment.
Ah, the Philcon! I lay awake nights, staring up at the ceiling, thinking
about the glorious, glorious Philcon. It is my first two day out of town
convention; does this make me a BNF? But, man, I can hardly wait to engage
in con activities; putting signs on people’s seats saying “DAVE KYLE SAYS
YOU CAN’T SIT HERE”, and on johns, saying... and the thrill of sleeping
on some stranger’s floor, and throwing water balloons out windows.
Goshwow.
Ted White:
I first became aware of Steve [Stiles] in 1959, when he sent me some
sample art for my fanzine, Void. I moved to New York City (where Steve
grew up) later that year. In due course, as fellow SF fans, we met face to face.
Steve was then 16, and almost painfully shy. When he came to parties he
often sat down on the floor just inside the front door and simply observed,
saying little or nothing.
That all changed when Ella Parker visited the city, circa 1961. A bunch
of us, including Steve, took her to dinner in Chinatown. During that dinner
Steve spoke up. For the first time, Steve initiated conversations and had
things to say. He was witty and outspoken. We were both taken aback and
delighted. We’d never seen Steve so animated and outgoing. From then on,
Steve participated fully in conversations at parties and fanclub meetings.
The Return of Hyper Comics (2020)
THE LAST LAP or ELLA IN NEW YORK. What has gone before: Ella
Parker, leading London fan and editor of Orion is visiting the States. She has
met West Coast fans and has attended their SeaCon, she rode back east with
Bob Pavlat and met Redd Boggs, Charles de Vet, and Dean Grennell before
being deposited on Betty and Gene Kujawa. She then moved on to meet Don
and Margaret Ford and Harry Warner in Hagerstown. Now read on! Ella
stayed three days in Hagerstown, thoroughly disrupting Harry’s working
schedule while she was there. She then moved on to Washington D.C. where
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she renewed acquaintances with Eney and Pavlat, both of whom showed her
around the nation’s capital. She has experienced motels and hotels and the
DC-NY train run, during which time she sat in the club car in order to smoke.
Life in New York is hectic, she says, and bears out my opinion that the
subway is grimy. She has stayed with the Sandersons and the Shaws and has
met all the leading lights on the Manhattan scene, Ted White, Terry Carr, Les
Gerber, Dan Adkins, Avram Davidson, George Raybin et al. She has been up
the State Building at night and has ridden on the ferries and is evidently
becoming quite a shutter-bug. She should by now have moved north to
Potsdam to stay awhile with Dave Kyle and his matzoball kid wife, Ruth.
Ella was due to sail home Oct 26th but has been persuaded to stay on until
10th November. She expects to arrive in Liverpool around 15th, thereby
missing the Liverpool Group’s 10th Anniversary party on 11th. Well, you
can’t have everything!
– Skyrack #39 (3 November 1961)
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16. The Sanderson Party
Ed Meskys:
The party thrown by the Sandersons... was the second time I’d met Ella.
The first was at the Lunarian meeting the previous Saturday, but at that time I
hadn’t gotten to talk to her much. [1]
W.R. Cole:
The New York Science Fiction Society, better known as the Lunarians,
held elections on October 14th and Frank Dietz was elected President while
Sam and Chris Moskowitz were running against each other for the office of
treasurer with Chris finally winning the office. This reporter was elected to
the office of Secretary while Barbara Silverberg and Sam Moskowitz were
elected to the Membership Committee. [2]
Ed Meskys:
(And I think it would have been advisable to cut short the business
meeting because of the presence of the guest. If I remember correctly, it was
at this meeting that I was voted into the club ((before she arrived)) and Max
Phillips was peeved that some business had been conducted before he
arrived, so he spent some time prolonging the business meeting by trying to
change the quorum stipulated by the constitution. For those of you who are
unfamiliar with the group, the members meet at a restaurant for dinner, walk
to the home of one of the members ((usually Frank Dietz or George Nims
Raybin)) where they have a twenty or so minute business meeting, and then
an informal evening till things break up about 2 or 3. (A few leave as early as
11.) [1]
W.R. Cole:
Joy and “Sandy” Sanderson, who themselves were up to a year ago
British fans, held a farewell party at their Bronx home on October 21st for
Ella Parker.
It is generally assumed that science fiction fans are a peculiar breed and
this party points that out. In weather that ordinarily would not be fit for dogs,
cats, and normal human beings, the Sandersons were gracious hosts at a party
that was enjoyed by everyone. Present were Arthur C. Clarke, who recently
came to New York and by the time this report is published should be back in
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Ceylon, Avram Davidson, Hans Santesson and Randall Garrett of Robert
Randall fame. The fan element was represented by Frank Dietz, George Nims
Raybin, Harriett Kolchak from Philadelphia, Belle Dietz, Ian and Phyllis
Macauley, Ed Meskys and this reporter.
Randall Garrett was the life of the party with his version of George O.
Smith’s article “A Problem of Communication” in the November Analog.
Sandy Sanderson, who was recently employed by IBM as a program
computer, was constantly spouting forth “programming terms”, and
complaining about the mysterious force that was always moving his ashtray
throughout the party. Looks like Sandy will turn into a computer at this rate.
[2]
Ed Meskys:
It was at this party that I first got to talk to Ella to any real extent. We
spent that time discussing (of all things) IPSO* and its troubles. Also present
were Arthur C. Clarke (in town for the American Rocket Society meetings
the previous week), Hans Santesson, Avram Davidson, Randall Garrett and
some woman he brought along, Ian and Phyllis Macauley, Geo. Raybin, Belle
Dietz, Frank Dietz, and Harriett Kolchak. The Macauleys said they were
going to Europe for a year or so and would be spending some time in
England. Now if during that time Ian McAuley comes down from Belfast
there should be considerable confusion among the fen.
* International Publishers’ Speculative Organization, a short-lived UK APA
founded in April 1961 by John Berry and George Locke.

Clarke was a fascinating person to meet, and spoke mostly of his
skindiving adventures. Sharks, it, seems have definite times of the day when
they eat, and are harmless unless threatened at other times. By careful choice
of time and persistence he has become quite friendly with one and is well on
the way to taming it. But most fascinating was his discovery of a treasure.
Somewhere off Ceylon (he carefully avoided being more specific) he found a
ship which had been carrying a load of freshly minted silver coins several
hundred years ago. For some fortuitous reason (barnacles quickly covering
them, if I remember) the silver had not decomposed and the coins remained
in remarkably good shape. (He passed a few around – they were about the
size of a nickel.) But he said that he probably would get more in royalties on
the book that he will write than for the coins themselves. (He’d given a large
lump of stuck-together coins to the Smithsonian Institute.) On another topic,
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he mentioned that a British film producer had bought A Fall of Moondust,
and that this producer has always filmed quickly everything he purchased. So
things look good. He also mentioned that a competent producer has recently
taken over John Wyndham Harris’s Day of the Triffids so that might finally
be filmed.
Some time during the evening I got to talking to Randy Garrett and
asked him about Langart* – despite similarity of names and styles, he
categorically denied being the other author too.
* Analog author Darrel T. Langart was indeed Randall Garrett in transparent
anagrammatic disguise, as noted by James Blish in a 1962 review.

When the party broke up I thought I’d seen the SCoaW for the last time,
but she surprised us by staying on in the US to make the Philiconference. [1]
[1] SAPSzine #4 (January 1962, ed. Ed
Meskys)
[2] Science Fiction Times #373 (November
1961, ed. James V. Taurasi)
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17. Philcon
Tom Purdom (13 September 1961):
News on the programme for this year’s Philadelphia Conference, which
is being held at the Sheraton Hotel November 18 & 19, programme organizer
Me, Master of Ceremonies Me!! James Blish has agreed to be interviewed by
a panel. Panel will consist of one pro, one organized fan, and one person who
reads science fiction. This will be followed by a panel, “The Future of
Freedom”, which will deal with such things as civil liberties and democracy,
the impact of modern technology on them and how they will fare in the
future. Algis Budrys is 99% certain he will be on the panel but writes he
won’t know for sure until later this month. The American Civil Liberties
Union will have a man on the panel, and it will be rounded out with one or
two scientific people. (I’m busily hunting up the address of a motivation
researcher I met once.)
Sunday afternoon James Taurasi will give a talk on fannish activities.
This will be followed by a public conversation, on any subjects they choose,
between L. Sprague de Camp and Avram Davidson. There’s been a little
mix-up here, but Avram Davidson will definitely be there and I think Sprague
will probably say yes when he’s asked. (It seems Hal Lynch was taking care
of this part of the program, so I didn’t write. Sprague, who heard about it
from Davidson, but didn’t tell Davidson he couldn’t be there, see, so as soon
as I write Mr. de Camp....)
Saturday night there will be a party at Harriett Kolchak’s, open to all
attendees of the conference. In between the main events there will be short
readings from science fiction.
This isn’t the whole program, but it’s all that is definite.
Oh, yes, there will be a small ceremony Sunday morning. It will be
attended by William Faulkner, Carl Sandburg, Arthur Miller, Jean-Paul
Sartre, etc., and Ray Bradbury, Robert Heinlein, and Theodore Sturgeon will
be presented Nobel Prizes for literature and peace, followed by a closed
circuit TV address by President Kennedy and a surprise congratulatory visit
by Nikita Krushchev, etc. I assume most members of the conference will be
sleeping off the previous night’s revelry, so I doubt if many will be interested
in attending.
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Ella Parker:
I was sitting in the hotel lobby with Forry and Jock Root the night
before the Philcon began. We had arrived the night before to meet and get to
know the Philly fans but, hell, they are a shy bunch. In spite of numerous
phone calls we couldn’t track one of them down. While Jock was phoning,
Forry and I sat talking. I glanced towards the hotel door just in time to see
someone walk in who looked the living image of Harry! No wonder I saw a
resemblance. When I mentioned it the next day I discovered it was him! He
was in the door and up the lift before I could get off my seat. That boy moves
fast when he scents danger. Now, if I’d known he had Cry in his room; there
might have been a different story to tell.
I just can’t visualise Harry losing his temper to the point where he’d use
a gun on anyone. From fright, maybe, if someone broke in and threatened his
life, but from anger? No. Half the shots fired during robberies and attempts to
escape arrest are fired from fear. The funny thing about my first meeting with
Harry at that bus depot (Americanism) is that I had looked at him and
dismissed him as an unlikely candidate for the name of Harry Warner
because he didn’t look anything like he said he would. He looked too
respectable to be a fan.
Now you are going to think that I imagine all fans to look like slobs.
You know that isn’t so. It’s funny how the darndest things seem to happen to
him in spite of his obvious respectability. He must be a natural for fate.
– Cry #158
Mike Deckinger:
How can anyone look too respectable to be a fan? Most fans are the
epitome of suaveness, in their carefully modeled propeller beanies, with zap
guns strapped carefully to their waists.
– Cry #159
Harry Warner Jr:
This year, I did not stay at the Belgravia, whose ancient and decadent
splendours had fascinated me so much last year. I made for it as soon as I
reached Philadelphia. But I didn’t enter. From the street I could see only one
dim light burning in the recesses of that vast Victorian lobby, and only one
window in the six upper floors showed any sign of life from where I stood. I
didn’t know if the place was bewitched or simply had gone out of business. I
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retreated to the Penn-Sheraton, where the Philcon was held, and took a room
there. I think that even Boyd Raeburn would have enjoyed the prices in this
establishment’s eating areas. It was 90 cents for a bowl of cereal for
breakfast.
When I checked in, the porter took the bags of me and this woman up at
the same time, since we’d been given adjoining rooms, and he asked a
question in the elevator of Mrs. Sanderson. I was just about to jump all over
her when she replied in a definitely American accent, so I realized that this
wasn’t Joy after all and I would have had to explain fandom to a mundane
type if I’d greeted her. So the next day Mrs. Sanderson turns up at the Philcon
and behold she is Sue Sanderson, a fan from Carlisle, Pa., who might be a
32nd cousin of the British Sandersons who were also on hand by that time.
Ella Parker and I renewed our friendship. Her appearance in
Philadelphia was supposed to have been a tremendous sensation but Axe let
slip the fact that she hadn’t gone back to England on schedule, so everyone
took it as calmly as possible. I was startled to find Ackerman on hand and
completely forgot that we’d been on dubious terms with one another until the
second day of the event. Everything seems to be fine once again. I added to
my list of just-mets such individuals as Lee Jacobs (who kept arguing that the
long article in the last Horizons was fiction), Earl Kemp (whose ability to rile
fans continues to puzzle me for I’ve found him an uninterruptedly nice
person in correspondence and in person), Perry Page, who came all the way
up from the tropics and tried to sell me a copy of The Immortal Storm, and
numerous natives of the Eastern Seaboard tribes who hadn’t been in
Philadelphia the preceding year. I didn’t seek out Sam Moskowitz and ask to
smoke a peace pipe as I’d firmly intended. He said something at the very start
of the first session from the platform about a friend that made me angry,
something that he hasn’t succeeded in doing with any of his remarks about
me.
The Philcon contained several firsts for me this year. It was my first
actual participation in a fan gathering. Last year, I’d begged off an invitation
to take part in a panel discussion because I just wanted to watch. This time, I
had another reason for wanting to avoid panel participation, but accepted the
invitation from Tom Purdom against my better judgment. I was afraid people
would get the idea that I’m reluctant to get before an audience if I reneged for
the second straight year. But it was an awful danger, because this panel
focused on Jim Blish and I’ve read pitifully few of his stories in the past
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decade. If people had begun to ask questions of the panellists, my only
recourse would have been to turn it into an I’ve Got a Secret feature. I was so
concerned about this that I completely forgot to think up in advance questions
to ask Jim. It was shattering to see fellow panellist Dick Eney caressing a
whole fistful of neatly typed questions he’d prepared in advance, three
minutes before the panel started, when I had thought of only two queries.
Nobody asked me a question. I thought up as many queries as the other
panellists, and all was well.
Ella Parker wanted to come to my hotel room at the Philcon. But when I
explained that the new issue of Cry, which I’d brought along to Philadelphia,
was not permitted to leave my room, she just let me tell her about its
excellences, assuming that there would be a copy in New York which she
could read after the Philcon.
There was a certain sensation at the Philcon that I was hearing a “Cry of
the Readers” in living sound, instead of attending a science fiction
Conference. There were the voices and the stereophonic bodies of regulars
like Ella, Tom Purdom, Avram Davidson, Gary Deindorfer, and goodness
knows who else. Tom frightened me to death. He looks exactly like my boss.
It was with quite different emotions – those of delight and awe – that I
discovered that Avram talks exactly as he writes. I hope that he thinks in the
same way that he writes and talks, because he must be a most entertaining
companion for himself if he does.
Another first was my first fan party. I didn’t stay at it longer than a halfhour or so, because I arrived very late. So late, in fact, that when I rang the
doorbell of the Kolchak home, the impressive quantity of shouting, singing,
and unidentified other noises ceased as if I’d turned off the audio. Everyone
in the house assumed I was the cops. I had imagined ahead of time that a fan
party would be something like a oneshot, but I discovered that the reality
reminded me more of a neofan’s first issue. I prefer fans in slightly more
serene condition, I’m afraid, although I was impressed by several things at
the party. Among the door prizes was a small chastity belt, won by Sylvia
White. She Immediately remarked: “This’ll be my costume for the
masquerade at the Chicon!” Then there was the incident when I described the
cause of my late arrival. I’d gone to hear the Philadelphia Orchestra concert.
When I boldly admitted that I’d skipped most of the party in favour of a
concert, and showed my program booklet to prove it, some other young fan
near me took a deep breath and produced another copy of the booklet from a
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pocket of his pantaloons. He had also gone to the concert, and if I had the
nerve to show myself as such a fakefan, he was emboldened to do the same.
– Cry #155 and Horizons #89
Tom Purdom (19 November 1961):
This one comes in late because of getting the Philcon ready. That’s over
now; it ended for me at six this afternoon. For some it’s still going on but I
left at the official quitting time to take my wife out to dinner since today is
our anniversary. I won’t try to write a report but I had a good time. Especially
rewarding to me was the chance to meet so many people I hadn’t met before,
especially members of, the Cry-Gang. I got to meet four very fine literary
gentlemen – James Blish, Avram Davidson, A.J. Budrys, Ted Sturgeon – I
hadn’t met before and that was a real pleasure. Then there were the fans and
what a number of these poor neo-fan Conference Chairman me hadn’t met
either. Mike “Whole Wheat” Deckinger, Harry Warner, Dick Eney, Dick
Lupoff. Well, there’s no end to that list.
Ella Parker. Now that was a surprise. I didn’t find out she was coming
till the day or two before, and then there she was. I watched her signing her
name card and when I saw P-a- following Ella.... Ahh, it was love at first
sight. We fell into each other’s arms, far-flung disciples of the Cry united at
last. Wally, you have done her great libel. You did nat tell wha a foine, true
woman she is (I can’t write that pseudo-Cockney stuff, even though she
speaks Scottish-London and I had to say “Alright, youse guys” every hour to
remember I’m still American). Well, I took Ella on a quick tour of our town
this morning, about the time all true-fans are in church. I showed her
Independence Hall, since she’s English. She took my picture by the Liberty
Bell (stand so the crack shows, she said) while the golden voice of the current
Director of the United States Information Agency explained the significance
of this national shrine.
Ella is the best British export since Glynis Johns. If only we could keep
her in the country. I don’t care what she did to you, Wally. You probably
deserved it. I’m on Ella’s side. Do you know that old Scottish Ballad about
Prince Charles the Bonnie, of which the chorus goes “Will ye na come back
again: Will ye na come back again? Better loved you cannot be, will ye na
come back again?” The folk singer I first heard sing it says it’s sung Scotland
not just for the Pretender but at the departure of an honored guest. If I could
sing, I would have taught it to everybody at the con and we could have sung
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it for Ella. That’s what I wanted to do. So I’m sentimental.
Hey, Ella, take care of yourself and write us often, hear?
– Cry #155
Ella Parker:
Tom Purdom’s attempts at written Cockney come out as excruciatingly
as a Sassenach’s attempts to speak the Scots tongue; it reads more like
bastard Irish. In substance his report of our meeting is true. We spent as much
of that weekend together as we could and I appreciate the time he gave to me.
Mind you, we had only just got started talking when it was time to go back to
the Philcon. I never did get to say goodbye to him but, as Wally knows, that’s
the way I prefer it. Makes it almost as if we would meet again in a couple of
days. [Shudder! – www] There’s something so final and finished about
goodbyes. Hate ’em. I blush, but am flattered that you would have sung for
me, Tom. Thank ghod I was spared!
– Cry #158
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18. Thanksgiving in New York
(Thursday 23 November 1961)
This was Ella’s final day in the US, and in the evening they threw a party for
her at Jock Root’s place. While there, she made several phone calls:
Tom Purdom:
I had an experience with the phone. It rang when I was having
Thanksgiving dinner at the home of my parents.
“It’s for you,” my mother said.
Wondering who would be calling me at my parents’, I started for the
phone.
“It’s some woman with a funny accent,” my mother says. ELLA! And it
was.
She wanted to tape record my voice for English fandom. I did not rise to
the occasion. My tape recorded voice will go down in the history of England
babbling, “Hello; England! Hello, Atom! Hello, Ajax!” Etc. Etc. I got mike
fright. Really. Poor Ella. And she’d called George Heap to get our (unlisted)
number here at Baring Street and then had to get the number of my parents
from our landlady. And that’s what she got. “Hello, folks. Hello, England.”
Then we came home in the evening. Our landlady is my wife’s best
friend and has been since college days, and since she doesn’t go home to
Indiana to visit her mother, she invites a lot of foreign students and other
people alone in the city and cooks dinner for them. Well in the group were
two friends of Diana’s latest boy friend, a couple from Chestnut Hill. I started
to ask them if, they’d seen Ella, since she stayed in Chestnut Hill. Then I
thought. They couldn’t have. Chestnut Hill’s a big place and even a wild
SCoaW in a polka dotted raincoat might not be noticed. Then I started telling
about my phone call.
“Do you know Ella Parker?” asks the lady from Chestnut Hill in a quiet
English voice. It seems Ella and Jock Root spent the weekend with them.
What do you think of that, Ella?
– Cry #156
Ella Parker:
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Fancy you meeting those folk!!!! Jock and I stayed with them from the
Sunday until Tuesday morning. I have fond memories of Philly and environs.
I ve lost their address again; I must get Root to send it to me. Not to worry
about your lack of brilliant repartee. It was a horrid thing to do to all of you
but I couldn’t give you any warning as Jock ran the gimmick up for me in a
matter of minutes. Luv to Sara.
Elinor Busby:
Thanksgiving evening we got a long distance call from New York. It
was Ella Parker, and first off she warned us that we were making a tape for
London. We were quite terrified at the thought of suddenly confronting all of
London fandom, so we put the whole thing out of our minds and concentrated
on talking to the dear Ella. She sounded so clear and real that, as Buz said
later, it was hard to believe we couldn’t get right in the car and go across
town and SEE her again. We miss Ella, and we hope she’ll run for TAFF
some year soon. In the meantime, our appreciation of Scottish Womanhood is
at such a height that we’re looking forward eagerly to meeting Ethel Lindsay.
Of course we realize that Ella and Ethel are very different personality types,
but we think they are similar in some of the character traits we care about.
– Cry #155
Ella Parker (London, 7 February 1962):
It was wonderful to hear your voices. I played that tape just the other
evening to let Ted Forsyth hear it. On the one side I have a gaggle of fans;
people like Lupoffs, Gerber, TEW, Jock Root, 4e, Avram, Donald Wollheim
et al. On the other side are the phone calls I made that Thanksgiving Day.
Actually, you all missed the point of those calls. It was done to give you
something to Celebrate with thanks: my imminent departure. All right don’t
get het up, I’m only joshing you. The boys here think you have an Alice in
Wonderland voice. I swear, they have all fallen in love with it. Buz too has a
heartwarming voice. Makes me want to dash out and get the first plane back
there. Watch out for me; if I play that tape too often I might not be able to
resist the temptation. I got you two, Purdom, Donaho, and Rick Sneary. If I’d
taken time out to think I could have waited until Rick had left home, then I’d
have been able to get Len Moffatt on it too. Sorry, Len. I just wasn’t thinking
my best that night. That is surely a souvenir to cherish.
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19. Homeward Bound
Ed Meskys:
I thought I’d seen the SCoaW for the last time, but she surprised us by
staying on in the US to make the Philiconference. Thus she had the nerveshattering experience of running into me still one MORE time. I saw her
around the con a number of times, but the longest must have been at the
impromptu party at the Lupoffs’ hotel room early Sunday morning, after
Harriett’s party had broken up and we happened to meet several people
coming out of Pavlat’s party. Other people present, aside from the SCoaW
and the Lupoffs, were Les Gerber, Ted and Sylvia White, Bhob Stewart,
Andy Main, Gary Deindorfer, and mebbe one or two others.
A few days later the IPSO mailing came, so I phoned Ella at Jock Root’s
to let her know the details. While we were talking she said she’d be sailing
early Friday afternoon, and asked me if I’d come up to help her get the stuff
to the ship then. I arrived about noon to find her still in the early stages of
packing, and Les Gerber showed up shortly thereafter. We gaily chattered
away until all was ready, and we took a cab to the ship. All along the
principal line of joking had been about her not leaving now after she’d
postponed it some five times already. Why, the ESFAcon was less than 6
months away, and after that there would be an average of a con a month until
the Chicon III rolled around. And it would be a nice thing if she stayed long
enough to greet Willis upon his arrival and help make him feel, at home.
Anyhow, we finally got to the ship (the Sylvania – which I’d somehow
typoed as Mauritania in my letter to Cry [and now watch this turn out to be
an even bigger typo]) and ran into all sorts of red tape there. While Ella
checked in, Jock, Les and I took the luggage to the appropriate place. A large
sign proclaimed that the Cunard Line had paid for all baggage handling and
no further payment was needed, but the people wouldn’t take it without a
“tip”. This irritated us so we decided to take it on ourselves. When we got to
the visitors’ entrance we found a mandatory 50 cent donation to some retired
seamans’ home for each “free” pass. Now there is nothing wrong with
charging for these things, but why must they be so hypocritical about it and
pretend that it is voluntary? Now we would gone on the ship even if we
weren’t carrying the baggage and I suppose we would have even paid $1 each
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if it were necessary but we found all this nonsense most irritating. Anyhow,
we got the stuff into her room and stayed with her some 45 minutes until we
had to leave. It was on this day that I really got to know Ella, and all I can say
now is
COME BACK ELLA – WE MISS YOU!
– SAPSzine #4 (January 1962, ed. Ed Meskys)
Ed Meskys, Brooklyn, New York, 24 November 1961
Wally, you can come out of hiding – it’s safe now (I think!) Jock Root,
Les Gerber, and I put the SCoaW on the Mauritania today and it presumably
sailed at 3:30. Unfortunately we didn’t think of locking her into her stateroom
and then keeping a close eye on the ship for the 20 minutes between when we
were chased off and it was scheduled to leave so it IS possible that she snuck
off again as soon as our backs were turned.
– Cry #155
Ed Meskys again:
Here I was a third of the way through Fellowship of the Ring (which is
only a tenth of the way through Lord) when your lousy Cry comes plonking
into my mailbox yesterday. Do you realize that I had to delay reading LotR
TWO WHOLE HOURS on your account?
Right off I turned to my missive in CotN to see how you chopped me
this time, and I almost sent you a bomb. But then I checked my carbon and
found that I HAD typed Mauritania instead of Sylvania as the SCoaW’s boat.
This is beginning to make me wonder – maybe she hasn’t been deported yet
but only hypnotized the three of us into believing that we had placed her on
the ship. This would put you off guard, and then she could pounce on you
when you least expect it! Wally, you’ve had more experience with her than I
have – tell me, is she capable of such a fiendish plot?
[Of course not. You haven’t a thing to worry about so far as Ella is
concerned. I was planning to change my address anyway. – www]
– Cry #156
Ethel Lindsay:
At the moment Ella is on the high seas – arrival date Dec 2nd at
Liverpool. This will be a great relief to me. I am tired of hearing Jimmie
Groves mutter dismally “This club has gone to pot since Ella left....” In vain I
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cooked him a nice mince; all I got was a big sigh and “How I miss the Friday
meetings”.
All joking aside though: we have-missed her; she generates an
enthusiasm which keeps the club stirring. Why Atom has hardly come up
with an insurgent idea since she left!
One thing we did accomplish though: we made it to the Liverpool party
to celebrate their 10th anniversary. Into two cars piled Al Hoch (driver),
Bruce Burn and Mike Moorcock; Dave Barber (driver), Jimmie Groves, Pat
Kearney and myself. We hared off down the M1. Lots of fun as they would
stop and gesticulate fiercely at each other on which way to go – but we got
there! When I went to bed at approx. 4:30am Ina Shorrock was still up. When
I crawled down the next morning I found that she had provided sleeping
accommodation for fifteen people, and was busy cooking the last of their
breakfasts! She looked as bright as a button too!
Fred Parker, 29 November 1961:
Ella is, at the moment of writing, orbiting along the shipping lanes of the
Atlantic, and re-entry via Liverpool due to take place this weekend Dec 2nd.
Everything here is now ready to receive her, and I’ve time to write a few
lines to you.
The “Penitentiary” is shining like a new pin. A six inch brush slapping
colour left right and centre has transformed the place adding that touch of
freshness and it only remains for me to keep the dust down and clean the
windows again, set out the ink & paper, the water carafe, and bring the
temperature back somewhere up near the 80s degree F. I’ve done one wall in
off-white as a back cloth for a projector, drawings, or names etc., and another
in very deep blue. The blue seems to recede and the Atomillos stand right
out. The frenzy of decorating is now over and I’ve time to relax. Strange that
I should have been working hard all day at Olympia (Home of Britain’s best
Exhibitions) and would come home and do an hour’s work here each evening
in order to cope with the huge programme I had set myself, and now that it is
finished get chucked out of work. I start back to work again on Monday, and,
well, I think I needed this three weeks rest. So I hope Ella travels down to
London on Sunday and I can meet her at Euston Station and see her safely
settled back home with tea and toast and the inevitable cigarette.
I was at the wedding of Anne, daughter of that well-known writer W.F.
Temple, to Joe Patrizio and a grand affair it was, too. Mr. Temple, aided by
his capable wife, carried the festivities along with a verve and masterly style.
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Mr Temple looked spruce and robust. The young couple looked charming
with their bridesmaids in a beautiful setting, a lovely day. I know Ella would
have given plenty to have been there.
Back here over the past three months only one or two fans have shown
up, as if seeking something, a communing, an aura, an insight, and have left
again perhaps feeling stumped, lost, left in suspended animation, waiting for
those evenings here again, knowing there’s lots of tales to be told, and to get
into the vortex and driving power that Ella seems to wield.
I’ve been having a high old time this past fortnight, been browsing
through Ella’s huge stack of material. Stuff that’s not sealed, that is, fanzines
ancient and modern. I go for the ancient. Perhaps it’s because they are
selected, but there’s such a lot of crud with the modern. Some of it not worth
the time taken up reading it. And time is a valuable commodity. When any
perversion creeps into the reading, or derogatory remarks of race, color or
creed, I drop it, or side track it. I’m ¾ way through The Immortal Storm.
Berry’s Goonings On (TGGW) is good. I’ve read The Willis Papers.
Ron Bennett:
Wandering Ella Parker is back with us. Ella docked early Saturday
morning (2nd Dec) in Liverpool and rushed over to Arnot Way to drag the
Shorrocks out of bed. She says that she had a restful but near boring voyage
across the Pond home, that she wonders who arranged the bad spell of
weather for her, that everything looks small and that she thinks our English
policemen are wonderful. She’ll be back at 151 Canterbury Rd., West
Kilburn, NW6 very shortly and the suspended Friday meetings at the
Penitentiary will be starting up again.
– Skyrack #40
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20. Epilogue
I am just about settled back into the usual routine. Exchanging information on
our conventions as compared with yours in America, finding out why this
sudden rash of marriages in Britfandom as soon as my back was turned,
discovering what the SFCoL and the BSFA have been doing since I left
home, and so on. Also, I’ve been catching up on some of the fanzines that
came while I was away plus those that I’ve received since I came home. I
don’t know what’s got into all you faneds lately but, there have been so many
items on which I’ve felt compelled to comment... if only I had the time!
This issue of Orion is giving me more pleasure then usual because I’m
going to be able to visualise many of you sitting in a particular room (NO!
Not that one), and, in some cases, a particular chair, while you are reading it.
You can’t imagine how close and personal that makes it all. I can see Harry
stuffing it hurriedly into the top drawer of his desk to await its turn for
comments. I can see the Busbys reading it, either at the table or sitting in the
chair by the other stack of ’zines they have there in their living room. Jock
Root will, no doubt make himself the inevitable cup of coffee and sit “in his
own chair” for a read. Avram will be pushing the kitten off his lap. Betty will
be either on the sofa or in the chair in her bedroom in front of the TV. Either
place she will have her feet up on a stool (comfy, Betty? Good). Oh, it’s
almost as if I were back there. I only hope you realise what it meant to me,
meeting all of you. To put into cold print how grateful I am is impossible.
Thank you, thank you, a million thank yous for the marvellous time you gave
me. I hate to repay such hospitality with a threat but it’s your on fault. I’m
coming back, one day, so watch out! Yous are all Good Pipples and I luv
you, everyone... yes, you too, Gerber.
If only Dave Kyle lived in England. Sigh.
You know something? I’m proud of being in Fandom. We read in some
fmz about leeches, moochers and louts. We read of lawsuits that make the
hair curl, we have name-calling sessions, all sorts of nasty things go on. But
when I ever consider gafiating they are not the things I remember and that
make me decide to stay with you. I remember the unstinting generosity of
you pipple when it comes to Pond Funds. Ignoring for the moment all the
good work you did in the days before I came into fandom, in my four years
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among you there have been three funds over and above TAFF that proved
successful, Berry, me, and now the Willises. Compared with that little lot,
what do the bums, leeches and moochers matter?
Pats on the back are due to you all round but more especially to the hard
working devoted Committee that made it a going thing. I know you have
warmed the hearts of WAW & Mate and of the people who worked on their
behalf but you must also have warmed the hearts of any who watched how
things were going. Like I said, I’m proud to be among you, I raise my hat to
YOU.
– Orion #28 and #29
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Appendix

Subtitle artwork from original cover
(Atom)
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Ella – A Brief Reminiscence
Joe Patrizio
I don’t remember Ella post-US being that much different, but then I didn’t
see as much of her then as I was recently married and Anne and I were
getting to know each other (really! we had known each other only six
months). One thing that does come to mind is that Ella talked a lot about
Betty Kujawa. She had spent a fair bit of time with Betty, and they had had
formed a real bond; in fact I would say that they had become soul mates. Ella
sparkled when she talked about Betty.
I didn’t get to many of the Friday meetings at her London flat for the
next few years, and I can’t remember when they stopped. It was probably
something to do with the dispersal of what she thought of as her boys: Jimmy
Groves got a job in New York, Bruce Burn went back to New Zealand, I
returned to Scotland, Ted Forsyth went to Croydon. But maybe that’s me
imagining things.
The last time I saw Ella would be 1972, just before we moved to
Scotland. Fred must have let us in, as Ella was in bed with the television on,
waiting for Match of the Day which was going to feature local team Queens
Park Rangers (you didn’t know she was a football fan, did you?); I offered to
tell her the score – you can imagine the reaction.
One thing I am sure of is that meeting Ella changed my life. No Ella, no
Friday meetings where I met Bruce Burn, who invited the Friday group to his
flat-warming party where I met Anne. For that alone (but certainly not only) I
cherish her memory.
– Joe Patrizio

Ella Anderson Parker (1916-1993)
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Timeline
23 August 1961: Flights – London to Idlewild and Newark to Los
Angeles, California
1 September: Flight – Los Angeles to Seattle, Washington State
2 September: SEACON, Seattle
5 September: Roadside motel, Canada
6 September: Revelstoke, British Columbia
7 September: Banff, Alberta
8 September: Jasper, Alberta (side trip) and Banff
8 September: Calgary, Alberta, and Babb, Montana
10 September: West Glacier, Alberta, and Havre, Montana
11 September: small town, Minnesota
12 September: St Paul, Minnesota (Redd Boggs)
13 September: Fond du Lac, Wisconsin (Dean Grennell)
14 September: Chicago, Illinois, and South Bend, Indiana (the Kujawas)
21 September: Loveland, Ohio (Don Ford)
2 October: Hagerstown, Maryland (Harry Warner Jr)
4 October: Washington, District of Columbia
8 October: New York (Sandersons for a week)
16 October: Staten Island
21 October: Sandersons party (attendees include Arthur C. Clarke and
Randall Garrett)
The gap here includes a week with Dave and Ruth Kyle in Potsdam, New
York State.
17 November: PHILCON, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
21 November: New York (staying with Jock Root)
24 November: Boat – New York to London
2 December 1961: Boat docks in Liverpool
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Original Appearances
Introductory
“Foreword” by Rob Hansen – newly written for this ebook, November
2020.
“London Letter: A Guide to Ella Parker” by Geoff Lindsay – Cry #152
(August 1961) edited by F.M. Busby.
Untitled snippet “ELLA PARKER WILL ARRIVE” – Axe #9 (August
1961), edited by Larry and Noreen Shaw.

Book I
“Introduction” and Chapters 1 to 5 – Ella Parker in Parker’s
Peregrinations as distributed with Orion #29 (April 1962) edited by Ella
Parker.
Chapter 3 closing note – Roy Tackett in Dynatron #9 (January 1962)
edited by Roy Tackett.

Book II
Rob Hansen has chosen not to link all Cry (formerly Cry of the Nameless)
extracts to specific issues of that fanzine: “I wish you Happy Hunting.”
6. “Seacon Prologue” – Larry Shaw in Axe #11 (September 1961) edited
by Larry and Noreen Shaw; Elinor Busby in Cry edited by F.M. Busby.
7. “Seacon” – Walter Breen in The Admirable Crycon (September 1961)
edited by Walter Breen; others in Cry edited by F.M. Busby.
8. “Cry of the Weber” – mostly from Cry #153 (October 1961) edited by
F.M. Busby.
9. “Canada, O Canada” – Bill Evans in Celephais #29 (November 1961)
edited by Bill Evans for FAPA.
10. “Log of the Honeybee” – Redd Boggs in Discord #14 (September
1961) edited by Redd Boggs.
11. “Back Again” – Bill Evans in Celephais #29 (November 1961)
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edited by Bill Evans for FAPA.
12. “South Bend Sojourn” – Betty Kujawa in Cry #154 (November
1961) edited by F.M. Busby; quotes from Buck Coulson in Yandro #104
(September 1961) edited by Buck and Juanita Coulson; Dick Schultz in
Envoy #2 (December 1961) edited by Dick Schultz.
13. “The Year the World Series Lasted Until December” – Harry
Warner Jr. in Horizons #89 (Winter 1961) edited by Harry Warner Jr.
for FAPA; quote from Axe #13 (1 October 1961) edited by Larry and
Noreen Shaw.
14. “Ella Is No Heroine” – Harry Warner Jr. in Cry #158 (March 1962),
edited by F.M. Busby.
15. “Letters from New York” – Cry #155 (December 1961) and #158
(March 1962), edited by F.M. Busby; quotes from Axe #14 (15 October
1961) and #15 (29 October 1961) edited by Larry and Noreen Shaw;
Ted White quote from the Steve Stiles memorial collection The Return
of Hyper Comics (2020) edited by Elaine Stiles; Ron Bennett in Skyrack
#39 (3 November 1961) edited by Ron Bennett.
16. “The Sanderson Party” – Ed Meskys in SAPSzine #4 (January 1962)
edited by Ed Meskys; W.R. Cole in Science Fiction Times #373
(November 1961) edited by James V. Taurasi.
17. “Philcon” – Harry Warner Jr. in Horizons #89 (Winter 1961) edited
by Harry Warner Jr. for FAPA; letters from Cry #155 (December 1961),
#158 (March 1962) and #159 (April 1962) edited by F.M. Busby.
18. “Thanksgiving in New York” – letters from Cry #155 (December
1961) and #156 (January 1962) edited by F.M. Busby.
19. “Homeward Bound” – Ed Meskys in SAPSzine #4 (January 1962)
edited by Ed Meskys; letters from Cry #155 (December 1961) and #156
(January 1962) edited by F.M. Busby; Ron Bennett in Skyrack #40
(December 1961) edited by Ron Bennett.
20. “Epilogue” – Ella Parker in Orion #28 (January 1962) and #29
(April 1962) edited by Ella Parker.

Appendix
“Ella – A Brief Reminiscence” by Joe Patrizio – newly written for this
ebook, December 2020.
“Timeline” – newly compiled for this ebook by Rob Hansen, November
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2020.

The End
This free ebook is exclusive to the unofficial TAFF website at
taff.org.uk. If you enjoy reading it, a donation to TAFF is a fine
way to express your appreciation.
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